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. THE "CRUNCH"  "WITHIN A WEEK 
Forest neg,)tiations finally coming to a head 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  antiinflation pro~am, 'earned uring the previous floating COLA will depend International Technically itcould have finalized. 
Negotiations to renew The Pulp and Paper contracts, on the bargaining still to Woodworkers of America been cut off when the ~ CPU spokesman Art 
major agreements in.tbe Indust r ia l  Relations The workers have a hase come. (IWA)' they were con- contracts expired in both Gruntman described the 
British Columbia pull~ and Bureau informed the rate of $7.01 and tinuing the same COLA sectors at ~. total saving weekend talks_in the pulp 
paper industw continued unions its member com- maintenance mechanic's Fores t  Indust r ia l  Monday amid speculation panics were continuing the rate of $9.4i½ an hour Relations, representing beyond the June 15 expiry unofficially estimated at sector as slow, but be still 
that the crunch willcome 12-cent hourly cost-of- including the COLA. the Wood ~ produce'rs, of their coast ~ master about $200,000 a.week until felt they were "moving 
within a week, living adjustment (COLA) Final disposition of the previously, informed, the , agreeme.nt . ,  the new contracts are toward a settlement." 
The  Canad ian  . , ~ • r "  - *  
Paperworkers  Un ion  f~ ~ tlle-- llera[d (CPU) and thePulp, Paper ~/L~YI '~kG INSIDE and Woedworkers  of Ca - ..... ~'.'...'...,",.'.:,~,'.,°.:~."~"~: .. . 
ada (PPWC) spent the 
holiday weekend exploring NOW Showing at Parks, p.3 
the possibility of settling 
on a two-year contract TBTE/  I f rom June 30. The unions CanCel, p.4 [ had prev ious ly  ins i s ted  I they could not go beyond Furniture & Appliances Serving Terrace, Kitimat, the Hazeltons, Stewart and the Nasa ' Dear Abby, p, 7 
I one )'ear in. v iew of  A division oFTotem TV Centre Ltd. i • 
I uncertainty ' over the ~S,~LokelseAve.,'rerroce. B.C. VSG IP8 "VOLUME 71 NO. 44 Price: 20 cents TUESDAY, JULY 5, 1977 ~ 
I duration of the f_~_eral ~ ,. ~a~:~ss , ~ - ' ' 
The IWA's next round of 
bargaining commences 
today with the southern 
interior operators. 
Retirement pensions and 
costof-living protection are 
major issues. 
Both sectors have made 
an initial offer to the 
unions of 35 cents an hour 
in each year of a two-year 
contract, with •some 
second.year 
improvements in fringe 
benefits. It is belc~v the 
ant i - in f lat ion board 
guideline of six per cent for 
this year, but is comidered 
close to theallowable four 
per cent for 1978. 
.,i" y'r u NEB favors/ .laska igh'wa o t.e 
' small firm ," Natural gas line 
best giants ' tOw U ;S. markets 
- The Nati0~al Energy Board has 
recommended construction of a pipeline along the 
OTTAWA (CP) - A relatively small Calgary-based Alaska Highway to move natural gas to United States 
company has outflanked a consortium of the cotmti'y's markets from Alaska. 
most powerful corporations in the battle to build a 
natural gas pipeline from the north. .... ~ The - board termed Mackenzie River valley for 
"environmentally ' 10 years to allow settlement 
A recommendation on its , " I unacceptable" all three of, of native land claims. 
behalf Monday by the Analysis . . . .  ~ the routes proposed by The British Columbia Su- 
Arctic Gas to move Alaskan preme Court justice als0 
National Energy Board gas to connect wi~ .its ~dledfora ben on pipeline 
gives Foothills (Yukon) Ltd. nrom)sed Mackenzie vauey construction through the 
what should be an l lne:,  northern Yukon, th~ route insurmountable l ad, with - The gambie paid of£ for 
rejection by either the Foothills. WhJ;n the FPC That judgment ochsed the e~oeen by Arctic Gas for its 
Canadian or American ' view deliv~Jed in May by Alaska connection. 
governments the only made its recommendations the study conducted by Mr. Similar studies of the 
possible obstruction, to President Carter this Justice Thomas Berger of impact of a pipeline on the 
the Mackenzie Valley route. Yukon w are under way, spring, it said it favored an 
A decision by the two overland route for the with a~prelimina re ortto ~he Federal Power . . . . . .  ~l  ~pol - -  governments is expected to Alaskan gas but split 2-2 . . . . . . . . .  ~e eanverea to the ~eneraz i uommiaslon,  me u.~. - . . . . . .  be made in late August or over whether it should be ,I equivalent of the energy ~overnment. W Aug. i. Tne 
early September. Foothills or Arctic Gas. board, " recomme" nded ' inquiry is headed by 
Rival Canadian Arctic The board decision is a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -, Kenneth Lysyk, dean of law earlier [ms year an ov .an .~u at the Universi.ty of B.C. 
Gas Pipeline Ltd, made up bitter blow for,Arctic Gas, , • route..t~ro.ilgh Cana_ea .to The board says that as a 
of 15 companies" ,includin~ up until a few months ago l move .Alasl~an gas. um~ condition o [  gett ing 
Imperial Oil Ltd. and Gu~ considered the run-away 
i 
. . . , co .~ lu1?ners . ,  were an~r, rov~d., for. its, ~IPg!J~e~ Oil .Canada Ltd,, was ~e~der far t~Hght  to build ~*~l~uzer  ttsl~,mz. : ~,~'#~i ,n , , id  b~i /~d 
rejectedby ~e ~, .~.  ; .~ :p i~:=_ .~ .~,; - ~.:])e Footldlb or Arctic (]as.- " " " ' -~ '~ ia ]  o'-~ eco- ..... ~ ~ ~.~--:~.',~, ........ ,. . . . . . . . . . . .  ",~ . . . . . . . . . .  ' • "~. ,~.-. ,. ,i . . . . .  tO pay y t 
: .... Onder-existing law, that T~e recommendations STUDIED EFFECTS nomic costs the projec 
: application now is dead from the board say that the . A report by Mr. Justice entails, such as. municip~ 
unless the federal gas found already in the Berger, wlzowes appointed facilities, uptoatotaioz~zou 
• government, introduces Mackenzie delta will not he [ to study the ~economic: million. It also feels Ottawa 
environmental nd social should set up a special special .legislation to needed until the mid-1980s at
overturn the board ruling, least. I t  says Foothills [ costs of a pipeline in the monitoring agency to 
Federal energy officials say should be required to file an such a measure is unlikely, application by July I, 1979, . .Peter Espersen Isn't doing sit-ups; he's clowning for Terrace at Caledonia this week and nextweek. See page .Northwest Territories, rec- 'oversee construction of the 
The northern gas pipeline, to build a connecting link to the camera. Peter IS one' of many youngsters who are 3 for more details, ommendedno pipeline in the pipeline. 
record is a good example of. the delta. ' participating" in the summer playground program in " " ' ~J[~e board says more time • " is needed to resolve social 
noholds-harred petroleum .. 
industry scrapping for high A U TH 0 R 0 F "L  0 L I  TA " andthe d ltaec°n°miCinsofarC°ncernSas a majorin
stakes, pipeline there is concerned. 
abokov dies at age 78 Vladimir N Once a member of the " . • . BIG. ItsREPORTthree-volume, 26,000- Arctic Gas group, Alberta ' i Gas Trunk split off in the . ' ~vord report says that the . 
spring of 1974 and formed : social a~d economic impact 
Foothills to seek to build a Canadian-only pipeline MONTREUX, memoir called Speak, P L A Y E D A N D an accomplished tennis coach while he began Knight and Bend Sinister, of the Foothills pipeUne can , 
along 'the Macken~ze River Switzerland " (AP) -- "Memory, a translation of COLLECTED player. " writing his novels, were regarded as below his be held"to tolerablelevels 
Vladimir Nabokov, re, Poshkin's Evgeny Onegin He also was ~i respected In a rare interview six MOVED TO U.S. best in Russian which were and that environmental 
valley. But the company later prosegarded stylistsas one otis thedeadfineSt•at and a fe~v works of lepidopterist (butterfly months ago,nthe novelist His first novel in Russian, ButDespairLolita,and ThepaleDefense.Fire, bydamageavoidaneeCan beor"OvercOmemitigative 
agreed not enough gas had age 78. criticism, expert), a chessmaster and described himself as "an _Si~,_, 
been found in the delta to American writer born-in Mashenka,. about an measures." emigrant's life in Berlin, 
Memory and bis last 
REVISEDC°nstruct UChBID a, pipeline. 52Vera Nabokov, hiswffe O f y e a r s ,said the riter ~ .~,  IR ITS  ABLAZE 'RussiaEngland and educated in  ~ai~ novel, .Ada, were The $8-billion p ipe l ine  . ~  where I studied was published in 1926. In for th  most original follows the route of the 
French literature before 1939, he moved with his wffe English prose style since Aiyeska off pipeline "south 
In the l~eantime, l ssthan succumbed to a virus ' BARGE Ell)r-i_lnr_ spending 15 years .in and son to the United Statee JamesJoyee. n throu~. Alaska, jutting off 
a year ago Foothills and, a isfection Saturday at the [ N ~ Berlin." where he lecturf~d at  His wife, to whom all at Fmrhanka to cut through 
U.S. partner, North~vest mal l  suite in the Palace Wellesley, Cornell and Nabokov's novels were the southern Yukon, British 
Pipeline Corp. of Salt Lake Hotel overlooking Lake A Northland Navigation barge was damaged and two Nabokov was born in 1899 stanford Universities. He dedicated, rescued the .Columbia, Alberta and 
City, Utah, applied for a Geneva that was the 45 foot trailers,' one containing roceries and one loaded to a wealthy, aristocratic also took a part.time job as Lolita manuscript from a Saskatchewan to the U.S. 
pipeline along the Alaska couple's home since 1961, with liquor, were total losses following a fire on the Soviet family and was ~ilepidoptcrist at Harvard's baekyard incinerator at border. The Aiyeska line, 
Highway 'to move only the • They moved there after, weekend, bilingual in Russian and Museum of Comparative Cornell University where just opened, carries crude to 
Alaskan gas to market, the success of Lolita, the Originally discovered fo.ur mfl'~es south of .Al.ert Bay, English from. ' early Zoology. Nabokov taught Russian tankers at the Alaskan port 
They suggested a ~42-inch story of a -girl who the fire was thought to have oee|i extinguisned mere. uuc childhood. He learned He said resuming writing literature until 1959. of Valdez. bewitched the staid New A decision on the pipeline pipeline through Alaska and England professor Humbert smouldering charcoalbriquets flared up again two hours French at the age of five and in English was "exceedingly The book initially was 
the Canadmn north, out of Kitimat and a Northland tug was dispatched from private tutors taugmt him painful, like learning anew shunned by American is expected to be made by 
• connectin~ with existing~ Humbert. " . . . . . . .  Kitimat to assist he barge crew. " Chess, boxin-~ d  tennis. • to handle things after losing publishers and eventually the Trudeau cabinet in late 
facilities m.  Alberta and - Na-bokov wrote nine By the time the barge was docked at Kit.imat, the fire After graduatingnfrom seven or eight fingers in an was published by Paris' August, in time for the 
British Columbia owned by novels in R~sian under the was under controt; services o~ me disu'ic~ s fire Cambridge, Nabokov made explosion." Olympia Press, an e~rly gsept. 1 deadline for.U.S. • 
Alberta Gas Trunk and pseudonym V. Sirin, department were not requii~d, his living in Germany as a His first English novels, promoter of what was men President Jimmy Carter to 
Westcoast. numerous hort stories, a No estimate of the loss was given. " language teacher and tennis. The Real Life of Sebastian considered pornography..make his choice. 
I|1 
, Pakistan army 
" 1 Two ,new Herald features topples Bhutto 
Two of the world's more Prize winning comic strip Herman is a newer strip personalities. NEW DELHI (Reutcr) -- u n i d e n t i f i e d a r m y" 
i r reverent  car toons ,  by Garry Trudeau, i s  a though no less humorous. I t . .  Doonesbury, on the The army has se~ po.wer spokesman, the radio has 
Doonesbury ;and Herman, commentary onthe world as is an offbeat ~ comics page; Herman, on in Pakistan and Prime been continuing with its 
make their debuts in the seen through the eyes ot characterization of ugly, the editorial page...oaeh Minister ZulflkarAli Bhutto normal programs. 
Herald, today, members of the Walden though lovable, bungling, morning in the Daffy and other government 
Doonesbury, the Pniitzer Puddle Commune. t h o u g h r i g h t - o n Herald. loaders have been taken into The reported coup came 
. . . .  after weeks of negotiations • ,, , custody, Radio Pakistan 
['~'L~:~I /,tr~,~a., ~f / .~~lo :~, .~v/e~e~/ /P .e  I ~  ~ I quoted an army spokesman between the government 
I' ~T': ~/-~ ~,  7#E/E~rCT 5~"~L~/~. , , ,~ , .~ , ,  I I # /~ ~/0~#~o~.  /a~, . as sa " g. • and the opposition alliance 
I ZONK,~¢~2" ~N~O~ ~g~Z~/~/ecr~/~ I I fo~/#f f~Pf -~ I /~ /#. /~ ~W~,  I numberRa~° Pakistanof oppositionsaid a new general opposition demands for 
I ~4cr~)'/s 0~,~.  E~,AeN~-~W~(,/z~o~I I ~N' rs~/~-~ I ~rr~/ov ' //'~1',~ Pakistan Nationa[Alliance The opposition claimed 
I ~. "f,~r ~ ,~. ~/~E=-7".~/4~g.~ l l~_j ~f~.TO~p/o(~/ ~ %,,__ l \ ,~  leaders also had been taken the March elections, in 
I ~ ' ~ 9 ~ Y ~  "~ '~  ~ ~--~J  "~ ~ ':,..~ ' -~  ~ into custody, which Bhutto was swept 
,~  ~ ~ ~ ~  Et~(~l . . . . . . .  ~" i ~ The radio report, back to vower, were rigged. 
~ ~ ~  _~ " - ' ~ ~  ~I '  . 1 ~ ~ ~  ~ _ _  ~' ' ' '  " ` '~ ~ '." ~ monitored here . , by ' Talks ~ad beeli scheduled 
[ '' , ~ ~ i ~ Samachar news a~eney, to resume today. 
came at about 7:30 a.m, Earl ier,  discussions 
today (I0 p.m. E DT Mon- appeared "to have stalled [ day). It saldtroops na(1 ~)een ~v~d at all important after accusations by Bhutto that the opposition had gone 
• back on a basic agreement 
"l can do shorthandl It iuit takes a liltle longer." ~ ~ ~ L~ "~ " ~' ~/ -  Apart from the to defuse the fourmonth announcement by the political crisis. 
• 'AGE ..2, THE HERALD, Tuesday, July 5, 1977 
While most people played at Lions Park Sunday, Michael 
Rouw made money collecting the byproducts of a hot 
afternoon. Festivities at the park included horseshoes, 
bingo, races and refreshment. 
Judging by the looks of these two, bingo Is almost asmuch 
work as school. No doubt, however, itis a lot more fun. The 
"TRAVESTY...FlX" CHARGED 
Herald'~ candid camera caught he pair engrossed in
cards during bingo at the Lion Park Sunday afternoon. 
Speaker's ruling sends NDP into an uproar 
o 
VICTORIA (CP) -- 
Opposition members of the 
Bntish Columbia legislature 
attacked Speaker Ed Smith 
Monday following his ruling 
Clearing agovernment IVILA 
of'witness-tampering alle- 
gations. 
Cries of "travesty,'! and. 
"fiX" poured from the 
New times 
Due to changes in the 
airline schedules, times for 
marl pick-up from street 
letter boxes m Terrace have 
had to be changed. 
Effective immediately the 
morning pickup in Thornhill 
is 9:45 a.m. and in Terrace 
at 10:15 a.m. 
The downtown Terrace 
afternoon pick-up is now 
2:00 p.m. 
To ensure that your mail 
makes the Vancouver 
hts please mail early. 
eetion times are posted 
on your street letter box and 
in the post office. 
opposition benches after 
Smith ruled there was no 
evidence to support an 
allegation that George 
Kerster (SC--Coquitiam) 
had improperly persuaded a 
witness from attending a
meeting of the public 
accounts committee last 
week. 
Opposition leader Dave 
Barrett called Smith's 
.decision shocking and sheer 
nonsense and attempted to 
introduce a motion of non- 
confidence inSmith, but was 
over-ruled by the Social 
Credit majority. 
Liberal leader Gordon 
Gibson, who with 
Progressive Conservative 
leader Scott Wallace 
seconded Barrett's motion, 
told reporters that if Smith's 
decision stands, he should 
be replaced as speaker. 
Dave Stupich (NDP--Na- 
naimo), chairman of the 
public accounts committee, 
said last week that Kerster 
improperly prevented B.C. 
Railway vicepresident Mac 
Norris from attending last 
Tuesday 's  scheduled 
committee meeting. ' 
Norris's failure to ap]~ar 
at the meeting coincided 
with the absence of all 11 
Social Credit members of 
the committee. 
WOULD NOT ATTEND 
Stupich said Kerster, as 
secretary of the committeep 
told Norris not to attend 
because Kerster knew the 
Social Credit MLAs would 
be unable to attend. . Gary Lauk (NDP-- 
Stupich said such an  ' Vancouver Centre) accused 
incident was a serious Smith of deliberately 
breach of privilege. : ignoring evidence and 
Smith ruled there was no called the ruling an absolute 
evidence of a prima facie, bravesty. 
case Of breach. Kerster: EVIDENCE EXAMINED 
could have faced censure i f :  When Smith said all 
found to have committed the i evidence was duly 
witness tampering. ,examined, L,a, uk retored: 
The decision sparked a "ann  ignorea. 
heated exchange between The NDP MLA was asked 
NDP hA,As and-Smith.~ to withdraw the remark. 
and did so. 
Alex Macdonald (NDP-- 
Vancouver East) said the 
ruling reinforced a 
deliberate throttling of the 
public accounts committee. 
The NDP has said the 
government wished the 
meeting called off because it
did not want embarrassing 
details of the controversial 
Dease Lake extension of 
B.C. Rail discussed. 
Thornhill community meeting Wednesday 
Thornhill residents who Only with the co-operation fourth Friday of each If you have any interests 
are not aware of the of interested members of  month, hobbies and any activities 
you would like to pursue in a Thornhill Community 
Centre and some of the 
activities at the Centre are 
urged to attend a public 
meeting on July 6 
Wednesday at 7:30. This 
meeting is being sponsored 
by the Thornhill Community 
Centre Committee, a 'group 
of volunteers to orgamze 
activities and raise funds for 
the betterment of thp 
community. 
Barrett attempted tohave 
his non-confidence motion 
introduced, hut Smith said 
such a motion must be given 
on notice. 
Barrett asked for 
unanimous leave of the 
house to introduce the 
motion, but it was refused 
by. the Social Credit 
majority. 
Barrett accused Smith of 
bullying the house, to which 
Smith replied that the 
accusation was a gross 
distortion and asked for an 
immediate withdrawal. 
Barrett did not do so. but the 
matter was forgotten when 
Gibson rose to object to the 
obyiously intend on getting 
away with this," he said. 
Several government 
MLAs said Barrett's 
outbursts were staged for 
the news media. 
the community can these 
ventures be successful. '
Some groups who use the 
centre are the Fall Fair 1st 
Monday each month at 7:30~ 
Goat Club 3rd Monday each 
month at 7:30. Saddle Club 
3rd Tuesday of each month 
8:00.' . . . . .  " " " ' 
Anyone interested i s  
welcome to attend. : ~ 
Skeena Health Unit holds 
Baby Clinic second and 
:i 
I 
Kitimat 
police 
report 
A break-in, at  Ocean 
Cement over the weekend 
netted theives an 
undisclosed amoung of cash. 
No other losses were 
reported. ' Police are ruling. 
Summer Playground has centre you pay t~xes for Barrett said out~ide the investigating. . • .. Some over-enmusiastic 
started for activities for come and bring your views house that the ruling had Canada Day celebrants 
children aged 6 and up. and ideas! . been. an assault on 
. democracy, and was stole $860 worth'of flags in. 
Kitimat. 
" UpVou [ "incompetent to say the The 40 flags were 
@ Cit~oC~n fACt  best." " removed from the "If this government gets lampposts where they had 
away with this,'they intend been hung to celebrate 
P i t c h  1f l '77  to d° anything they want in ' Canada Day" this legislature and they I I  
Fish firm closure 
I 
Called unfortunate Blasting caps and delays believed stolen VICTORIA (CP) - -  federal government turned 
Economic Development down the plan late last 
Minister 'Don Phillips said week. 
Monday he regretted the' The company runs fish 
federal government's deci- canning operations in the 
sion not to participate in a Vancouver ~area. About 700 
plan to bail out Queen persons would have been 
Charlotte Fisheries Ltd., employed at peak times this 
but, in the end, the company season, but the cmnpany 
i s  to blame for its own said last month it was 
problems, folding because of its 
"Put bluntly, the inability to obtain necessary 
coml~any waited too long working capital. ' 
before coming to us for aid, "Hadthey approached us 
and the worst of it is that it is earlier, it is quite possible 
the former employees and some financial aid could 
the fishermen who will have been obtained for them 
suffer," Phillips said in a on ... as we see' it ,.. an 
news release, equitable sharing basis with 
• The B,C. government, the federal government," 
through, the B.C. said Phillips. 
Development Corp,, had "But with the fishing 
offered $I million to help the season so close and the 
company, providing the fed- nlant's onerations being 
eral government gave an .~easenal, ~ur backs were to 
additional $i million. The the wall. 
been laid. 
A green Peugeot bike 
was stolen from the Wild 
Duck Motel this weekend. 
July 3 
Two bikes'were r ported i 
stolen on July 3. 
One was taken from 2812 
Molitor. It is a white ten- 
speed, 
The second was taken 
from No.15, North Kalum 
Trailer Court. It is a red 
Hawk Bike. 
Someone walked up. thz 
trunk and over the roof of a 
car parked in the Skeena 
Hotel parking lot on July 3, 
causing approximately 
$200 damage. Police have 
a" description of the 
offender, and are 
investigating. 
June 2~ I 
Twin River Timber 
reported the theft of 675. 
delays, 2 boxes of number 
six caps, and 2o0 electric 
caps from a powder shack 
17 miles from Terrace out 
of Old Reran. 
The blasting caps were 
taken after the powder 
shack was entered and the 
metal container they were 
in was pried open, 
Parents are asked to 
warn their children and 
teenagers that these caps 
are dangerous. They can 
easily blow up, causing the, 
loss of hands or other 
limbs. 
Anyone finding what ~ 
looks like a blasting cap/ 
please leave it alone and 
' Police roundup l 
report it to the R.C.M.P. near the Apex Red and 
June 2S ' White store also reported a 
Yvonne Azak of Prince B & E on June 29. They 
Rupert reported a wallet were not so fortunate 'as 
missing on June 27. It the Red and White store, 
contained only personal though, because thieves' 
pa rs. did gain entry, police are ~ 
~)e radio was reported investigating the incident,: 
taken in a break andenter A report of willful 
at Kalum School (the damage was submitted by" 
School Board offices) on Terrace International 
June 28. Truck dnd Equipment 
An attempted B & E was Sales on Highway 16 West. 
reported by the Apex Red A window was discovered 
and White store on Old broken there. 
Lakelse Lake Road in June 30' 
Thornhill. The thieves did A Break and enter case 
not gain entry, was reported at 3223 
June 29 Emerson Street in Terrace 
Harold's Recreation, Thursday night. I t  
i 
appears that nothing was Merchants reported on 
taken. July 2 that four Canadian 
Some marl boxes in New flags, one each from Ev's 
Reran were entered on Men's Wear, Wright's 
June 30, and their contents Men 's  Wear, the Hub, and 
scattered on the ground. A Al's Shoe store, had been 
local resident phoned in taken. Three provincial 
1the complaint, flags were .. taken from 
stores, too. One from Ev's, July .1 ,,' 
' .~  Dick was claiirged • one from Wright's, and one 
' undeY ' l iquor c6~fr01 from Derksen's Jewellers. 
legislation after becoming A sum of money was 
drunk on Friday night and~ found in the downtown 
refusing to stay off the area on Saturday. 
premises of the Terrace' A wallet was reported 
Hotel. stolen from a local home 
The Bus Depot was on Saturday. 
broken into on Friday, and A fight between two girls 
a theft took place. , took place on: Highway 16 
July 2 " West on Saturday. As a 
result, one of the girls was A patriotic but lawless 
type made off with several quite badly beaten up, and 
flags from on Lakelse Ave. .charges of assault have 
SUMMER PROGRAM 
The summer playgrounds program is 
off and running.. 
The kids are running and the 
supervisors are running to keep up with 
them. 
Ross Weber, who heads the team of 
three playground workers, says he is sdre 
"none of these kids have an attention span 
of more than 15 seconds." 
Fun at the park! 
. "Thereare always a few stragglers who 
hang around to the last minute,!' says ~ .  
Ross. The last minute is 5:00, because 
that's when the playground staff go home. • ,~ 
The three, Ross Weber, Cathy Devcic, 
and Gwen Waldie, worked together last 
year on the programi so they have plenty 
of experience to draw on. The'two girls 
have just completed grade eleven at 
Caledonia, and Ross has finished his hrst ;4,,,. The three supervisors have an average 
of 25 children to provide activities for 
each day. Their day begins at 9 a.m,, 
when theystart planning activities add 
getting equipment ogether. 
The youngsters arrive at 10 a.m. a~nd 
stay until 12. : They may go home for 
lunch, or some may have bag lunches 
which they eat at the school. 
Playgrohnd activities resume at 1:00 
p.m. in the aftern~)on, continuing until 4. 
The workers spend an hour cleaning up, 
putting things away, and making sure the 
kids get a start home. 
year in recreation at U.B.C. ~ : ~ 
They will be outside ,,'as much as ,..~. 
possible" in the good weather. ' ~:~i , :  • i '.~"~"~ ~ 
, For variety, or for shelter from summer ~. : :  ,~!~" .  -'~/: 
" ,rain, they will use the school's gym /~.~. ~;::~i~ 
facilities, ' ~:"74  " . %}2 
Trips to the pool will also be organized ~::'; ':~.,/ - 11 
so youngsters can go swimming. ~,+:~ i, : .... ' . . . . . .  , , 
The playground program wi l l  be o,,~, 
moving around town. It will be at ........... : :~#~,~:~ .~ ' :  
Caledonia until July 15, end then it will go ~:~"~ ' :  ...... 
to the following schools : Uplands ;:July 18 1 ~ 
- J u ly  22: Clarence Miehiel; July 25 - 
August 5 : ,  Cassie Hall; August 8-19. ~.,~.~:: .  '~" ...... 4 , :~  
i~ ¸¸  :•~ !:~, •~i 
Photo 
feature by 
Brian Gregg 
and 
JoAnne Ames 
iiii: .... : i~ "~:;vk, t, a4.~e, ie  ,': 
u 
Cathy De vcic with a friend 
PlaYing leap frog 
q~ 
3 ' • i • J ; ;  
~.  ,~ . . . . .  :> 
ii-~.,7 i~:  ¸, : 
=. .• . ' t•  
( 
Waiting between games 
A dispute? 
i!,i ~ J f  : .:•~ 
, " (  ~ ' /  
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Bankruptcy  
in Ot tawa 
The federal government's acquiescence in 
Quebec's French language charter completes the 
b~mptey  of federal language policy. Mr. 
dean came to office in 1968 promising to 
promote biculturalism and national unity. Both 
causes have almost totally failed. Now Mr. 
Trudeau has virtually endorsed the extermination, 
t~sQuebec, of bilingualism in the one place where it 
had some currency for 200 years. 
He has done so on the false and deceitful grounds 
that the French language is in danger of 
elimination in Quebec, when, in fact, it is stronger 
there and elsewhere in Canada than it has ever 
been. 
While Ontario and New Brunswick have, albeit 
belatedly, enhanced the status of French within 
their borders, Quebec has impssed heavy fines for 
billboards, office memos, menus and contracts 
where French does not predominate r gardless of 
the language of the people involved. 
Mr. Trudeau, who masqueraded asthe man who 
would "entrench" fundamental human rights in 
Canadian texts of law in 1968 and promised never to 
desert cultural minorities including the English 
Qusbecers whose Member of Parliament he has 
been for the last 12 years acquiesced in this also 
attempting to establish a spurious connection 
between the English in Quebec and the French 
outsitle Quebec. (Mr. Trudeau is MP for the 
predominantly English speaking riding of Merit 
Royal and has never personally faced a French 
electorate.) 
The government of Quebec wrote off the external 
French Canadians long ago as having been 
assimilated. While the oth~provinces have been 
modestly promoting lingu~/(c ~r ty  and variety, 
Quebec has so infringed on written forms of free 
speech that it has ceased to be a democracy as 
most western countries would define it. 
Mr. Trudeau has acquiesced in this, while 
serving up the old worm-eaten chestnut that 
 uebee has always treated its English minority 
well. In fact, non-French Quebec;with less than 20 
percent of the province's population, has long 
contributed more than 30 percent of its tax revenue, 
soft is the English Quebecers who could move (and 
now are moving) elsewhere, who have subsidized 
• the French Quebecers. ' 
Since the federal Liberals returned to Office in 
1963 the overtly separatist vote in Quebec has gone 
from 2 percent to 9 percent in 1966 to 24 percent in 
1970 to 30 percent in 1973 to 41 percent in 1977. At 
the same time the Quebec Liberal Party has been 
transformed from the reasonably federalist party 
of Jean Lesage, whom Mr. Trudeau and his 
colleagues dumped from the leadership in 1969 to 
the corrupt nee-separatist grotesquerie of Robert 
Bourassa. Mr. Trudeau has conspicuously failed to 
uanaoae~pla~", federalism in any important• part of 
Nine years ago Mr. Trudeau promised us a "Just 
Society". He has delivered hypocrisy, cynicism, 
and incompetence on such a scale that he is 
sustained in office only by the fact that the 
Opp~ition appears even more inept• 
The collapse of the Canadian federal state is in 
full progress and unless there is a drastic turn of 
events the language fiasco culminating last week 
will mark an important stage in its fall. 
flfl2 A, 
C'  
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"Mr. Harrison took-off or South America with the 
compiny pay.roll. D'yer wanna leave a message?" 
• ' Voice of-the readers 
' o 
CanCel remains committed to north 
Dear Sir: 
f 
The writer of an editorial 
in your June 12th issue, 
headed "Bennett Sells Us 
Down the River", appears 
to have based his comments 
on the misconception that 
Canadian Cellulose is a 
Crown corporation whose 
policies and actions are 
directed by the Provincial 
Government. As this is not 
the ease, I thought it might 
be useful to explain how the 
company does function. 
Canadian Cellulose is a 
public company with more 
than 5,500 shareholders, 
including the Provincial 
Govarnmen~ ~sthe majority 
shareholder. As a public 
company whose shares are 
traded on the major stock 
exchanl~es in Canada, we 
are subject to the regulatory 
controls and  operation 
standards ofany such public 
enterprise. 
Since the re-organization 
of the company in 1973, 
Canadian Cellulose has 
operated on an independent 
basis regarding direction or 
influence of the majority 
shareholder, The 
relationship has been an~ 
continues tabs one of "arms 
length". 
A Board of Directors 
composed of responsible, 
experienced businessmen 
establishes company policy 
and a professional 
management teem runs the 
operations of the compan.y. 
- Your editorfal--~ggests 
that at the time of the re- 
o rgan izat ion , ,  the  
government "chose to 
purchase" the company. 
This implies an exhange of 
funds. What did happen was 
that the government 
acquired 79 percent of the 
shares o f  Canadian 
Cellulose in exchange for 
~uaranteeing the long-term 
ands of the company. The 
Province paid no c~sh 
Whatsoever for its shares 
and has not been called upon 
to make any paymea under 
its guarantee. The long- 
term debt has been reduced 
by the company from the 
initial $68 million to $43 
million by early i977. 
.The editorial' makes a 
complete error in 
suggesting that company 
earnings have been diverted 
to support such government 
programs as "Mincome, 
Pharmacare and northern 
ambulance services". 
The" Province, as a 
shareholder, has, indeed, 
shared to an extent in the 
company's success - 
primarily through dividend 
payments on the same basis 
aS all shareholders. The 
cumulat ive  amount of 
dividends received by the 
ProvinCe to the end of April, 
1977, is  $7,245,000. 
The earnings of Canadian 
Cellulose have mostly been 
re-inves.ted in the 
company's operations. We 
currently have underway 
the larl~est single capital 
project m the province - the 
$100 million modification of 
the former sulphite pulp, 
mill to the k ra f t  pulp 
process, at Prince Rupert.' 
We also are spending a 
further $18 million to 
improve the existing kraft 
pulp mill at this location. 
The decision to modify the 
sulphite mill was taken by 
the Board of Directors of 
Canadian Cellulose on the 
recommendation of its 
professional management, 
and not by the Provincial 
Government aa your  
ed i to r ia l  incor rect ly  
imp.lies. 
This investment is based 
on sound business principles 
and is designed to sustain 
our wood harvesting 
operations in the northwest 
far into the future. 
Canadian Cellulose is 
committed tothe northwest. 
Our significant capital 
program will help stabilize 
the economy and provide 
security for employment for 
our' own employees, as well 
as for the many suppliers 
and contractors we engage. 
As I indicated earlier, the 
company has operated 
completely on an "arms 
length" basis from its 
majority shareholder. The 
independent Board of 
Directors alone is 
responsible for the 
company's decisions and 
action. 
These have been 
consistently taken in what 
the Directors firmly believe 
to he the best interests of all 
the shareholders, as well as 
our employees and the 
communities in which we 
operate. 
Certainly, profits have 
been a major co~idoration 
and I make no apolngies for 
that. Without profits, there 
can be no investment. 
Without investment, here 
can be no jobs... Without 
jobs, the economy - local, 
regional or "~arger . 
languishes or collapses. 
Candian Cellulose is proud. 
of its accomPllst ments. 
Misinformed comment 
unfortunately does a 
disservice to our employees, 
all of whom have 
contributed to the 
company's success and 
commitment tothe futurel 
Thank you for the 
opportunity of setting the 
record straight. 
G.R. McLachlin 
Vice prealdent, 
Logging and 
Operations 
Lumber  
" Best  ho ice  
. .  . fo r  fe  
,~ ~ Dear Sirs: geographically closer to 
~ ~ On the 20th of this month logical to sei've them from 
.-....-..-- . ~ "~ article and editorial heavily 
condemning the Provincial Let us try ~nd put aside 
Government for the decision the inter-city: name-calling 
to provide an additional unageneratea little genuine 
~ i~2 ferry service from ass istance"  for the 
Tswassen to Prince Rupert. manicipalitieq On the Quee~ 
' Charlotte Isl~,ds and on the The thrust of these articles B.C. Co ast'!!which neec] 
have been located at serv|cenow. 
was that the facility should 
~-~ ,~  Kitimat. 
In the latter port of 1976 capt. R.C.E. Kitching, 
the Federal Government General Manager 
removed from Northland National llarbours Board 
Navigation'an Operating 
~ Subsidy which immediately Port of Prince Rupert 
i depr ived  severa l  r communi t ies  zn 
Northwestern B.C. with any Thanks  
form of regular freight and 
passenger service. These 
communities have not got 
alternative methods of re- 
s, ~ supply,..t~e~e~q ~no_zoa~, We ha~e.F;jt~.~.,eqiv.ed.. " a~; • ..... no, major, a/rports,:and, too, 
ferry services. . copy of the artiele"~v~cn 
It is essential that these appeared in the June 21 
commtmities he looked after issue of your publication in 
for the basic requirements upport'of this year's March 
"'He wants  to know, if we "re so democratic, how is it you don't ha e an opposition quickly°f a transporatiOnand expeditiouslyService asaSsimply°f DimeSwantedcampaign.to expressWea 
in Alberta?" possible, and ~ I think Mr. very special thank you for 
Davis and the Provincial your assistance in helping tq 
Government, using the make known ~he March of 
facilities of the B.C. Ferries, ~mes campaign in your 
Interpreting the news are showing some effort in community. 
alleviating the hardships 
which have been caused. We are well aware of the 
C a r t e r , t h e  c o n t r o v e r s i a l  ac t iv i s t  pastCerteinly Kithnat in t h e a s  not had  ferry puttinghard wo ktogetherinvolvedsuch anin 
event and ~e grateful to 
service so it doesn't miss it, you for lendinlsuch support 
butitdees havean excellent to Mr. Willi~:Sturby. He 
road and it is ~erved by an and other m~i~bers of the By GARRY FAIRI~AiRN described the basic proble Such lessons and the com- andlsraelisin the Sinatwith airport which is reasonably Moose Led.@ give so 
close by. generously of:their time to 
our cause and'it is nice to 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- last Janusyr: "It is eriti- plexities and dangers of the success. 
c~ly important that Israel Middie East could well deter 
Withless than six months in faces the fact that there Carter froma full guarantee One question carter may Wimout rvin~ to even 
effice, Jimmy Carter is fast simply will be no peace toisrael, but stillleave him pursue in his talks with answer t l~e- obvious see that this:dedieatiun is 
making his mark as a U.S. without w i thdrawa l  with the option of using U.S. Begin is whether Israel discrepancies in the recognized and appreciated 
president who is willing to (fromnoccupied territories) forces in a more limited .could accept such a force, statements contained in the by people in~e commtmity; 
take tough, controve;alal and that the United States way, such as posting them While not as much of a articlesmentioned, surely 
decisions and slash through faces the fact that no Israeli along Israel's borders as a :~ ~y~rantee asa formal U.S. all of the communities nu We mank you again for 
e o m pl e x p el i t i e al  goverment is likely to have buffer force that would ;~,~fi}itary commitment direct the mainland which are your contribution . your 
stalemates, the steength to endorse deter both Arab and Israeli '~to Israel, it should still he servedby truck, rail and air concern and ~interest in 
Apprehensive withdrawalintheab~enee of attacks under a multilateral co~idered more reliable by services can defer in the Children's Hospital is most 
governments now are a formalU.S, mflitary?~:om- agreement. Some 170 U.S. Israel than the United short run their political reassuring to all of.us. 
wondering whether he mil~ent. :~ technicians have been Nations peacekeeping ambitions so that the Thank youfor.earing. 
'indends to apply that damn- acting as an forces that earlier left Arab- communities in immediate " 
thetorpedoes approach to Carter has sand this iS a unarmed, early-warning Israeli borders at Arab in- need can he served first and (Miss) Make K. DesRoch~ 
the Middle East by key year  to push for a buffer between Egyptians sistence. ' as these communities are Public Relations Officer 
considering the possibility Middle East settlement and • 
of settimg up a major U.S. to try to defuse the still- 
military base in Israel. volatile confrontation there. [ ' _ . . . . . .  
The dangers in anysuch As with previous",,U.S. An MLA's report 
administrations, the:~T~r 
move would be numerous: White House has trfe~.~i~e 
doo.,o ' ° " " ' "  t '  = ' ,  are.o,,o., ,on,o--, ,  ...b'M,dd,o . .n .  ' " " t  oo .=,o=.  =. , - - k  . - - , ,  "d  "d  t,e,e . .  , ' n  .o ,900d fa rmland . . l i es  fa l low ,. 
Carter's ability to get other s in ~e=: : : :e tha  cheap imports from areas of low countries. p r og r a m s t h r o u gh criticism of Begin for his wages i s  the answer. Before . ' 
refusal to negotiate over the It i te t less accepting this we should look at A Minister of Agriculture has no 
~ougreus; and even greater occupied West Bank, but than half the total agriculture land, coffee and oil prices. Cheap power to save local production and 
armSyearsraCeof U.s.in thedipmomaucregion, principleCarter haSa lso$115 approvedmillion salei is now in use and much of that in imports today are very expensive one cheap car load Of apples, 
effort would do down the of 700 armored personnel PrOduction is not being used to tomorrow, and ff we loose our pears, votatees or strawberries 
maximum capacity. We are ~u,  c t ion~i~w~^]o .oseo~ .c~setthepriceforourtetalcrop- drain ff the Arab states and carriers and 200 wir~gulded producing approximately 42. :.--'y- ".--..- . . . . . .  ?,,~,~ -v ,,,~ .... uu~ as t said before, the consumer 
supporters turned again anti-tank missiles to Israel. percent of our food requirements at mac~-mau xor our water, oil or gas. does not get the benefit. 
tontheoilwea~n or decide Before that, Carter the present ime; our goal is 65 Society is far too unreliable 
to attack Israel before the Itlooked an Israeli purchase percent which would neednearly ¥4 today for us to rely on the For thto o,,,~ -*~,o- ,. . . . . . .  • 
U.S. presence could he es- o~ the powerful CBU-72 of our total unemployed to handle trans,,or,~tiun ...., . . . . . . . .  ~.~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  -~o,,,-- • 
V ~'  o .yo~;mo - ouppz ,y . ,  5 rocom.~.=nd=d tkla ..,,,,,b c,,, , tablished, concussion bomb and ..the extra production, processing baszc food requirements from license syntem of all food REWARDS GREAT' forbade Israel to sell its Kflr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~" ' "  " 
But ff the risks are great, jets to Ecuador with U.S. and various other functions• other countries, even if ours can - im~rters This is  a ,,'-r,, 
so are the potential rewards, e~ines. But he approved a One thing for sure we need better others might not European -o'-"~- " . . . . .  . "-.~ 
• ~ nwovers la~ I ssue  - cam l e te ly  A formal U.S. commitment Kfw sale to Austria and put ways to see the farmer gets his countries that have been cut off missed by the news me~- ~,, 
to Israel and the presence of Israel in a favored category share of the selling price. Not from outside supply, a t  various V;,,te,;~ " . . . .  
U.S. forces might induce for weapons ales, many foocl items have kept up.with .times in their history would never . . . . . . . .  
Israel to yield enough increased wages over the last 10 lec memselves get into such a The Agriculture Food Committee 
territorial and other POLICIES FAIL years except salmon which is vulnerable position, of the Legislature will l~e meeting 
concessions for a peace But such mixed U.S. up- controlled by union agreements. If It's very seldom the consumer in Prince Rupert on Augqst ~ and 
settlement with its preaches have traditionally they had - milk would be $3.00 a gets the advantage of cheap Smithers on August 23rd. I hope 
neighbors, encountered the Israeli quart and chicken $4.00 a pound, imports and in my exPerience as there will be a lot of intierest and 
One supporter of a U.S. conviction that withdrawal Not that wewant to see th(s happen Minister of Agriculture, both local many new ideas on h0~ best to 
military commitment to from occupied territories - we should be well aware of what'is andimports sold at the same price, serve the consumer and maintain' 
Israel, representative David would leave it extremely going on. ' all it did was destroy our home our production units. ' 
Obey (Dem. Wise.), vidr/erable to Arab invasion. 
i 
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Alcan fitness experiment showing positive results 
By Brian Gregg 
Herald Staff Writer 
Alcan is in the final stages of a 10 week pilot project 
involving ~2 volunteers in a physical fitness program 
based on warm-up floor exercises and jogging. 
According to David Dunsmulr, a communications 
.specialist with the company, the future of the program 
;will be decided by management and the program may 
he expanded to include the spouses of workers. 
"A lotof people are having fun, are looking better, 
are breathing better and are generally feeling better," 
said Dtmsmuir. 
Dr. Mike Yuhasz, a physical fitness consultant who 
has begun similar successful pr~rams in other 
ind~tries, will return to Kilimat July 21 to check out 
.the medical improvements that have resulted from 
the program. 
tt began with Yuhasz testing workers to s~, if the~ 
were fit enought to get involved in the program. Some 
people with bad hearts and recent heart attacks were 
not allowed to get involved but it was suggested they 
walk a mile or two miles twice a week to improve their 
condition so that in .September when the main 
program is expected to begin they will be ready. 
One man with a recent heart attack was so 
enthusiastic • about the pilot project he went to his 
personal doctor and returned with a note saying it was 
..alright for him to participate. He is now involved in 
me program. 
The workers meet at Mount Elizabeth Secondary 
School or Riverlodge three times a week according to 
their shifts. Sessions alternate at the two places at 
7:30a.m., 12 noon, 5p.m., and 7:30p.m. 
Th e program, str e~es development a one's own 
speed and participants work out to their own ease. 
Dunsmmr saidhe was once skeptical about jogging 
but now he has come to respect it. He has gone from 
less than one-quarter of a mile the first day to two 
miles with little stress. Be also has a bad leg that 
holds him back. 
"After 3-4 weeks people felt they had gotten 
somewhere," he said. He added that the program is 
the difference between climbing stairs and breathing 
heavily and climbing stairs with ease. 
Yuhesz is not a fanatic about physical fitness but he 
is a realist, said Dunsmuir. He believes in jogging, as 
an  overall body e~ercise that takes about 10-15 
minutes each time. The warm-up exercises last about 
10-12 minutes. 
Yuhasz says in his booklet oufltness, evidence fails 
to support he theory that there is a localized loss of 
Sports I Owners shocked 
"Slew's .loss 
Stamp s Go tta INGLEWOOD, Calif. Thetim'e forthetV, miles "However, the colt will .be 
/~  ~ AP- They made no excuses, was 1:58 3-5, just two-fdths given a rest after appearing 
but the owners of Seattle off the track record set by in a two-day celebration i  
Quack in 1972 when he his owners' home state of Slew obviously were 
shocked by their previously carried 115pounds. Tobin Washington this weekend. long way to go undefeated colt'sl61ength carried120,unday, sixless 
" loss in the rich ~waps Stakes than Seattle Slew. 
at Hollywood Park. Co-owner Karea Taylor "Maybe the longgrind of 
"The other horse just ran  said she hoped Slew would the Triple 
a super race," said co- he re-turning to the LOS CALGARY (CP) - -  Jack "Maybe our defence is the Crown was too much," said Gotta, the likeable Italian most improved part of cur 
who has command of hall club. We've got a corps owner Mickey Taylor, wbo Angeles area to hrainer Billy Turner. "He 
Calgary Stampeders, is of good llnebackers and cur had watched Seattle Slew demonstrate his true ability, just didn't run his race." 
Watching films with his specialty teamsareplaying win nine straight and 
fingers crossed these days. well as a unit." become the only undefeated 
~ =,,We,ve got  a long way  to VeteranOl l ieBakken ,  winner  of the United States Petty wins 
go," the coach andgensral Jim Teal and James Baker, thoroughbred racing~s 
manager said in an all imports, are expected to Triple Crown for three-year 
intervmw Monday. "We fill the linebacker jobs elds. 
heeded helpin a lot of places beside Pulazeti or Palmer. After Seattle Slew won the 
and it looks like we've RayOdurns, who played Kentucky Derby, Preakness despite ra in  hell~d ourselves some." for Saskatchewan in the and the Belmont Stakes, 
~. 'i~he Stsmpe¢].ers were .t.he Grey Cup final last season, there ~ were estimates his 
most feeble foam in me has toughened a suspect value at stud would be $t2 
defensive backfield and million to $15 million. Canadian Football League 
~t  season. Head coach Bob lml~_rt defensive nd Harry Conjecture was that  the 
B~iker was fired and Go0den, who played for loss in the Swaps nhy  have DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. victory over Darrell Waltrip 
i'eplaced by Joe Tiller, who Gotta at Birmingham in the dropped his value as much (AP) -- Richard Petty inMonday's Firecracker 400 
is Gotta's assistant defunct World Football as $4 million even though stormed back into the lead Grand National stock car 
general manager. League, is helping perennial J.P. Tobin set a race record after a twohoarraln delay race. 
Shortly after Baker was all-stur tackle John HeROn in winning, and scored a 17.7-second Petty, driving a Dodge, " had moved to a sizable 
fired, general manager apply a decent pass rush. 
Willie Burden Will be the advantage at the halfway 
Gary Hoheon died of a heart major runn'mg back. Heset P e r f e c t  score  point when thundershowers attack. "The team rallied behind several CFL rushin~ doused Daytona In- ternational Speedway. The 
.quarterhack John Hufnagel records two'years ago ann race was red-.tlag[g.ed on the 
late in the season but played well the last half of 
~ed deepin the Western lastseason after recoverin, g 8~nd of 160 circmts around 
Conference basement. ' from injuries. " an the,, -miletr ioval .  
to~o~tqq)W~.~.q.~tzt~6~,~S.:: .,.~:~,~; .,;:. .... ,:.~.. . .  ~ . . .  : dr0ve ." through tlt'~F•t~1~ ' 
:]lutiiagel" Will' be the running mate would be q~ckly after the restar]~and 
starter. Gctta said he is another  B i rmingham A perfect score and a .  Susan Nattrasa of left his challengers 
c0hfident he former Penn refugee, Ted Powell, with shoot-out catapulted Bob Waterloo, Ontario, missed hopelessly behind. Bobby 
Karrer of Terrace to victory only one out of 200 birds to Allison, who dominated the 
State star, who spent Rick Galbos in a backup in the singias competitinnat take the women's singles first 100 miles in his Mata- 
several seasons in the Na- spot. ' the Canadian Trapshooting title, dor, tagged along with Petty 
fl0nal Football League, "Powell h~s.heen our best 
"will be grooving it by the receiver. We ~ had him at Championship in R~chmoud. for some time, but he lost 
time the season starts." fight end when Bob Vincars Karrei" hit 200 targets out  In the junior under 18 severallaps inthe pits while 
;i:'~'Our biggest need!s go~. was hurt. Now that Vincars of 200 Sunday to place him in category Pat Bottenheimer a broken distributor otor 
~,,anadian talent. We've got is back, Powell is a fullback the shoot-out situation with of Red Deer, Alberta won was repaired. 
some guys we hope to get a again and I know he's a good several other shooters, with 1~ out of 200 targets A hoped-for confrontation 
broken, between Cole Yarb0rough, 
]/ear or two more out of and , one." ' Dale Olsen of Vernon, leader of the NASCAR 
...Earlier Monday, th'e the aggregate title, hitting 
back Doug Falconer and Stampeders announced they 861 out of 900 targets. 
Bob LaRose, a wide relea~.,d Canadian offensive / 
~e iver  cut by Winnipeg, guard Benny Harrison and Tiie]~---day annual event 
~1~ conceded that Larry added Brian McLaughiin to attracted 450 shooters, among them Pat Ireland of 
body fat at, near, or above exercisi .n~ muscles. Body 
fatis lost throughout the body regaraloss of the nature 
of the activity or the diet• The keys to a sensible and 
successful fat reducingprogram are to get active 
(take a 15 minute walk a day) and stop eating between 
meals. 
Fantastic techniques for weight loss such as sauna, 
whirlpool, turkish or heavy plastic, rubber or nylon 
jacket will cause the the temporary dehydration fthe 
body but does not get rid of any overabundanceo.f fat.
Vibrators or a masseur may mal~e a person reel oetter 
but the fat remains. 
Fat must be chemically extracted from the fat cell 
and burned up in the body by muscular contraction. 
"Save your money," says Y~asz, "direct your 
effort and energy to more active pursuits." 
f- 
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In other competition, 
we made a good move in Gotta refused to predict Cameron Bing a 21 year B.C. took the sub-junior t i t le  Grand Natienalseasonpeint 
8etttngJohaPalazeti." his club's final standing- shooter from Richmond:won D a w s o n  Creek edges with 181 hits out of 200. standings, disintegrated 
~. He has hopes for defensive In doubles, Shane Whynott along with the gears in the 
of Calgary hit 95 out of 100 to Yarborough Chevrolet's 
edge Caroline Lumzx of Iransmission. 
Swan River, Manitoba who The wreck-fee race took 
'~ i~,~:~,~,,~-,;:,.~:~:/~"~C-:':~:i~'" ~:~:.'. ' ! :~ .~!~, :  : . :~• ,. ~ , . .  ~, , •  .~" ,~ '~,~: i~ .~:"~, .~:  .~: -  ~ 
Terrace Pony League All Star pitcher Greg invitational tournament action at Kerr- 
Paulson fires one down the pipe toward Rotary ParkSunday. Dawson Creek won the 
Dawson Creek batter Craig Janowski in game and the series. 
t 
o , . . , . .  . . . .  , . ,k . ,oo.  who won , .  "o`'o'' . o .o , . . , .e  r.. ;e,a, ,h°°" ,:0 .end,, Ter race  in tournament  
U~versl~y ofCalgary, nasa ..Harrison ~lLplaye¢l v~_t.n " women's aggregate with 828 hit 99 of I00 to take the Perry's average slpee¢l was . . - - " ' -  . . . . .  -' ,^^,- --' . . . .  *---. of 
~n.ee  to ooat t,a..ttose xor unwerslcy . o~ .uazS~ out of 900 target broken, handicap,event. • 142.716 mites an hour. Consistant nitting an¢l outscored vawson ureeg t~: a ,u  ~L,u~ a.uvo,,,~5?_ .._ 
_tlle job ot supp0rtmg :.l:o.m Dinosaurs or, me western . - versitilitv in the field gnve 11 behind the hitching of uawson ureet~ errors to wm 
~orzani and W11he Intercollegiate Football ' " • • Dawson'JCt~eek All S ta~he Varcy Budiselle[~ Terrace 7-4. Budisellch took credit 
~stoad .  . . .  Comerence..tte was on t~ Lmh • " m • . . . . .  .IP . . . .  m# . . . .  L . / L '~  m. ,  ~e  over Terrace Pony came from heh"mcl with an for the win, striking ou~ 
~!palazetifll~ur~as. me.to.P S_tom]~eders;.protected .l ist. ~, 'P '~ i f~ i f~] r l~ , i f '~ . ,  ~ r~ i r r i l l t l  " .~ ,~-~J~r  ~gue All Stars at a~ eight-run ral iyin the frith seven batters. _ . 
.~e.kuprtm. nmg .bac~a_n,.a..js ~McLaugmm,**ano~n.er ~, ,~ I  I ~ ~ l [ , | i [ t~ ' . '~ , ,  ~,A I t .4 |  • |g l~  ~ .  • ~- - -  invitational, tournament inning to plck.up..the w~.. .__~_~t~day, Dawson,kT~o ~ 
IZ'~Atostealanneoacr, uq$ uanact lan  ,u~©,,~.ve , .a~ .'. ~:~'.. nvar th weekend Dow~2.1in~efirst,4-zm oelwu-errace~-t,w,uas~ 
• " • " ~ ' ' . ' .  , '  V . . . . .  e • . j0b s[mred last year by Bill lineman, was .acq_uit/ed from - - . . . . . . . . . .  :'~; , . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :{~; . . . . . .  ,h,,~-,~-om The visitin~ club won the second, 9-3in the third going the dmtance..Grog 
.Pahn.er .an.d Gary Mue~er. Ottawa Ro~_~tt~aers to "i~ttu~'ru. tt~t--, Alex ooesn~, ng e me sounu ux r, et;w~-San~,~l~,~-~s a three ames "to Tort ace's and 9-5 in the fourth, the Paul~nt_ooKmelosstor.me 
~. ~ala.zeti an.d: new .complete.a f rnade with at- ~ull~._andhisfoursonsuw~l " g t~.  ~.  nmd hi~ ~on~ fTo°;:~ scientist Paul and two an~ outscored the name home toam went r~rough !he home team. . . . ,  r, . . . . .  
oetenswe oacl~ t toa  iowa.earner tins year: ee  amens m© ,~__,~.,  .._"~__~_~'  .7_-"_- ";,= =.: :  ~=.~.-.'.,~ . . . .  :.'t~ oo ~,,,, club 35-23 in total runs entire batting oraer in me t~ was a xour-,,,,.~,o~o,- t 
or uotm cal ar sent veteran cam umrs nex~ wee~ at ttoger, ~ ,  , , ,a  .~, :,,,w ~,,a,,, ,,~, ,-~,..w . . . . . .  " "  ' " " t Creek barra e in me zirst W~dward played f g y pe . . . . . . . .  In the final ame Sunday, fifth, racking up the e~gh .... , ttawa " o t defensive back- the annual Natmnal Rifle livmgm Halifax,~tign school vmuals . . . . .  when he coached 0 imp r . . . . . .  Dawson Cree~ struck for runs to salvage the wm mmng that killed Terrace 
u Riders of the Eastern runnmg bank Larry Cates to Ansocmtlon shoot at Bmley . student Paul, 16, and The brothers are veterans . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . .  ' " • ' " t Mark 18 mree runsin me rowe innmg Friday, Terrace managea t.autson gave up ttve ram, 
~ence ,  He.knows what Ottawa m exchange.for.four P~.nges m England: . .  .mn versity st eden _ ,. , cf the sport. • off two sin~Zes and a home to snHt a double-header In including a triple, two 
~.e.~ ccan do Canadians-- linenacKer- However, ~yzwa, me ~ett ar J~n~pana on ~unaay ,,~z . . . . . .  nusoann only-started run ny- p~i'tcher Charlie me" v,.nrst game, a four'run doubles and two singles as 
, ,  hn Palasett mother of the famll from to cam ere in the July U 23 ,, ti~'~ m...S.~.e ,Red will help., fullback .,To . . . . . . . . .  .,ti, . . . . . . . .  au-a Ont' Ywon't com,~tlon " shoo~Yng.three y ars ago, Banza and was able to coast second inning ~kas all well as two walks in the 
too, wire ms experience ann aetenswe _oa.css ttoa wean- ~ms~.  so, •. :-, . . . . . .  ;=;-~-- -,-'-'- -'- - --"-^-~ the ~her  said in an the rest of the way Dawson Creek neeaea to opening frame. 
ability to play eiffter as a waraano..l~oo ~'a~coner ann taKe part an.a .win smym .me .Jme miner ze _a remt:u inte~i~i~ "He considered Banza re~istere~'tbe win rack un a 6-1 victory The lone Terrace score 
~: -  - -~pins ideback°rar°ver :  McLaugmm. bacKgrouno oecause sue cnar teren  accountant ,  him~el~ineapableofhitfl,,ng but was ~placed in the Terrace';s.oni~yruncamein.. nin when Canml~eesi.n the sixth on two 
, . - . the b~badeide of a barn. fourth by Richard Roy. j im the sixm tnn' 8 ~19 • ~ . , 
' ~ Kellar went all the way and shortstop Larry Swanson v a w s o n u r e e ~ s 
:/:;, " ' ~__  l . / " _  . .~-  / - -  . . . . .  ~,~ ~ ~. . .  ~ I J~ ' ,~  ILL f J[ [ Alex is one. of the top 2. took the loss for Terrace. get on base on a fielder's v ersitility was amply. 
f. FtIrl _r.  fl rP#. I ~ar~u.me.~n..w,n°~wfs~cnesen Dawson Creek picked up choiee, advancedonab..~k., dispt.ayeo .on  . .severa,  
' ~ v •  • ~"  • ~ , ,, ~- -~.  ~- -~ ~ . . .  I . . .  l ~.~v',~",,',,/L',~ ' . ' '~'~ two runs in the fourth, one then came home on Mike occaslons when au ~.ut ~wo 
' [ =".- ,  ~,,,,, ~-,, ,,,- ,,,~ • • , or mree myers cnangeo " erican oilers are selfish - they take but COMPARED WITH PLAYER first time ~n B~le 's  107 each m the s~xth and Thomso ns single. . .  P . • North Am g • Y in 7-1 and take In the second ame, peSztion when a pitcher was , • ' - 20 ear old Severiano Baliestaros is the brightest golf prospect on the . seventh to w . 
d.on:t .give, says Spains Y ' " l~.,,mmmn ao~no ~tnr,~ Plnver 'ame out of | years• the tournament Terrace ickedupeig~thits relieved. ' " - ' "  ~v""  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . ' - "  C_  . ' , . • P . . 
i t, ,m,~m~riocS~ns, they come to Europe and .are Johannesburg two de.ea~d..es ago . . .  ,. I _ "' I  justffth1~hk / :mi .  s. The host team's o.~.y run 
welcomed to our tournaments," . the_aurx-natrea .t/esl~.atm ,'~ngu.sn n.~ungly, nu~.wnen.ne swings a I we,met,re. ~!  . ,. ~, came in me seeonn inning 
Madrid player said Monday, "but.wnen ~uropoans go gun..cm~ one gets vssions at a mac~-nawea J ck I can a~..oo.nUnSai~g, e~e~ when third baseman Kevin • ~-~: - - - - : . - ,= : ,  . . . .  ]~ 
• Nicmaus • ~rs. mum . Gleason at on base on a to America, it is very hard for mem, ' • a "IamnotsureIeverwantteplayontbetour-" . .Currentlyhei.s.onasummerleavefro.m~eS.p.a.nish [ ~veha_d,a~,o. tme~. t~.  D awson.~reek er ror . .He  [ IqO? . . .A .VA ILA~LC~I ' t JK  
Bailesteros, who led the BFitish Open at Roym mrtorcewneremsmonmtysa|aryls~mvatenttotwo I pu~t.uon~u~e.me~m, myt  aavancea to secure ano a ~ rL J  A .~.-S-=-S~ . 
Birkdele for three rounds last, year before he was British peunds, aroun.d ~3.50: a m.on~. . .  • I banging. I ~t m the oay, x.-" double by shorts.top Larry [ q•, l" ldP~lN I =::::lq~ 
rouno ann provme me nt n overtekenbyAmericanJohanyMlllerslate.ros.h,i.s I get out of the servzee next ~tvrfl, nesam. [ gLn,. lunches, , Swanson Droug.m nun ome. ~ Tue ~-~eT ~©©cu~n© WZ:Trt.I 
back for another try at Turnberry with an acmng ~eK . . . . . . . . . . .  ".~.~ . . . . .  ,_.,._,.__ I v,,~ ,- . ,'~ar.er ~unaay, Terrace X ,g,= , s l r ,  v r re , ,v , . - -  ,~,.--,,~,. X 
• and a bagful of confidence. ~omenouy,, asxea,, Urns menlied womn ~ry m jura me ~u,. , . , - 
I think I wm here, he sasd. • ' [ | I t / t /A  | U A ~ U I I~1 • ,, . • ,, • - No I rest, he ep 
"If I win, maybe America give mea card for the ~Aftsr.rest~fin~a~°~d = o d=eowS s    at  t I [ HELP  W A N T E D  vv  . 
~,~r~es~ros, atag.e18,,ma.deatry'~ti}e-T°u,-~-ame.n- t m~"~°n~'~oea~ " thinkso, ='' h'e replied, repeating his I I , ,m , = , w . . - o ,o , .  L ,d . ' I I ~  m'~d ~ 8' 
t'layers vtviston school two years ago nu~ mmseu u~ , " - -  . . . . . . . . . .  flcul-- o}" uallfvin- " " 
by four shots. Discouraged, he returned home almost disencnanun.ent w~m me ~ ty q y~ g 
• red the Euro,~an procedures in the United States. | [ Ter race  ~ ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - - • tooktheBri.ti,hOpen.m1976, cap.tu . . . . . . . . .  "-=";,-- Ballesteros said lds swin= has been impeded slightly | | requiresJ.ourneymanBedyMan ~ ~ t y e u r  Travel eureau or 
uraer ot ~zent ana nelpea ~pann m victory m me ., i " by a chronic back ailment He took injections before / l rave $9.30 per nour a . . . . . . .  6 
Mumcn~uneay. - g -" third " ' they make my very sleepy PHU)N  b3b-4Y41 • and South African uarY t'myer . . , ~ - 1 | 
O 
• . . o 
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, ,N c,:.L ,_ Go,on i 
Familiar faces missing i 
when AIs meet Hamilton Anderson  :r: [ 
MONTREAL (CP) -- The preparation for next week's tonight's game with the best minutes in an 18-16 loss to • • 
last time Montreal Alouettes league openers and the reco'rd of-an Eastern team Edmonton Eskimos i l l  tile • • 
" I r i l I e ]  you  " 
met Hamilton Tiger-Cats in Alouettcs will be showing in pre-seasofi play--two Alouettes' other home exhi- • ,: • 
a Canadian Football League some new faces to wins and a loss. The bition game. ! ,  
game. the  Alouettes had Hamilton. , Alouttes have won once in Wade, who had been • . ¢  ~ • 
Joh,ny Rodgers on offence Of course, Rodgers left three outlings--a 20-6 handling Montreal's punting I " : " • 
and Mike Widger as a major during the off-season for the victm;y over the Argonauts duties, has  given ,:,lay to • " " ' :'" • • i n  • 
part of their defensive National Football League's last week in Toronto. linebacker Wally Buono. m 
corps. San Diego Chargers and MAY SPLIT AGAIN Buono also is ticketed for ~ I1 
But even with Rodgers Widger was just dealt to Joe Harnes and Mark the linebacking spot vacated • " l l l l [ $  . : 1 •
Ottawa Rough Riders. Afew Jackson, who split, the by the Widg~r deal. • • 
and Widger around, the other members of' last quarterbacking duties for Defensive nd Junior Ah • • 
Alouettes could not handle years Montreal squad are Montreal last week in You, who suffered a knee • . • 
Bob Shaws' Tiger-Cats and not around for.one reason or Toronto, are likely to do the injury in the victory over • • 
i LY  T .V  @U i lost 23-0 in an Eastern semi- another and perhaps this same tonight. • Toronto, will not play • , • final last Nov, 13. year's version of the  Veteran Sonny Wade has although running back Andy Tonight, the teams clash Alouettes might give been bothered by a variety Hopkins, who has not been in their final pro-season Hamilton more trouble, of injuries during the pr.e- in any exhibition games this 
game of the' summer in The Ti[~er-Cats come into season and played a few season, will dress and play. • " - - -  • .= | 
• , , . '. - • 
FROM CHICAGO " -, "-" ALL I L I IT IN@I  IUI ICT TO i 
E xpo s sw e e p d o u b le- h e ad e r u'.. ' , lA i i , ,  . I T IOUT .OT , ' ,  . . ,  . .i'[ 
CHICAGO (AI-') - -  Sam had five hits , including three eighth. Larry Pa fish Gary Carter opened the  =•IIlmIlIllIImIIIIIlIlIImImlIIIllIIlIIIIIIIIImlmlIlIIIJII•IlIIilIIililIlIIllI5 
Mejias and Jose Morales doubles, to give the Expos a greeted him With a threerun seventh inning of the • ' " ' • 
tagged relief ace Bruce 19-3 victoryin the first game homer. Valentine hit a two- nightcap by drawing a walk • 
Sutter with doubles, which saw Cub outfielder- ' run shot in the ninth, his off loser Paul Reuschel, 2-1, • .m 
15th, and Ar.dre Dawson 
followed with a three-run 
homer. 
Jackie Brown, 6-6, went 
the distance for Montreal, 
yielding nine hits. Ray 
Burris, 9-8, was the loser 
and did not last the fcrst 
inning. 
first baseman Larry 
$iittner make his major 
league pitching debut. • 
Valentine hit a three-run 
homer in the first inning of 
the opener and Cromartie 
helped the Expos pile up an 
11-2 lead when Biittner 
came in to relieve in the 
accounting for two runs in a 
fie-breaking seventh inning 
Monday, to lead Montreal 
Expof to a 7-6 victory over 
Chicago Cubs 'and a sweep of 
Monday's doubleheader. 
Ellis Valentine hit two 
home runs and drove in five 
runs and Warren Cromartie 
Boston sluggers tie 
home run record 
of the American League 
baseball game and his nintit 
of the season. Rice followed 
with his 19th homer and 
Mike Willis replaced 
Hartenstein. 
Yastrzemski then hit a 
tremendous hot into the 
bleachers in right-centre for 
his 16th homer. Carltor, Fisk 
gberOnnded out before Scott 
lted a shot high into the 
left-field screen for his 23rd 
homer. 
Scott drove a homer into 
the centrefield bleachers to 
score Fisk ahead of him in 
the fifth. Lynn hit a solo 
homer in the sixth. 
The Red Sox set a ma~or 
league record by hitting hve 
BOSTON (AP) -- Fred 
Lynn andnGeorge Scott hit 
two homers each and Butch 
Hobson, Bernie'Carbo, Jim 
Rice and Carl Yastrzemski 
one apiece Monday as  
Boston Red Sox snapped a
nine-game losing streak 
with an  8-6 comeback 
victory over Toronto Blue 
• . lays; .  . . . . .  
£oronto had taken a 6-3 
lead off s ta r te r  Ferguson 
Jenkins.  Hobson and pinch-  
h i t ter  Carbo pul led Boston 
to w i th in  one run,  6-5 w i th  
consecutV~e homers in the 
seventh against reliever 
Chuck Hartenstein. 
LymL with one out in'the 
c~gh~h it his second homer 
[standingsl 
or more home runs for the 
seventh time this season. 
The old major league 
record for five or more 
home runs in a game was 
six, set by New York Giants 
in 1947. n 
TIE RECORD 
The Red Sox alsotied the 
major league record for the 
most home runs by a team 
in a game. Their eight 
homers equalled the record 
set by New York Yankees in 
1939 and tied by Milwaukee 
Braves in 1953, Cincinnati 
Reds in 1956, San Francisco 
Giants in 1961 and 
Minnesota Twins in 1963. 
The four home runs in the 
eighth marked only the 10th 
time in major league history 
the feat has been 
accomplished. It was the 
fifth in history for the Red 
Sox, and the second time 
this year. 
Boston hit consecutive i:',' i ;-; ;:. ,'~,~ADIAN PRE-S'S American League 
• East 
~edional League W L Pet. GBL 
East , New York 45 .563 - -  35 
L Pct, GBI. Boston 42 34 .553 I 
: :~ : :  48 28 ,632 - -  Baltimore 43 36 .5~ 11/2 
': ~. 32 379 4 Cleveland 37 38 .493 5V2 
~'~ 35 344 6Va Milwaukee 38 40 .487 6 
',*::,J~ 41 37 .526 8 Detroit 3641 .~8  7!1 ~' 
,..,:~=;~I 36 42 .~2 13 Toronto 30 48 .385 1 4 
, Fork 31 47 .397 18 West 
West Chicago 45 32 .584 
-.',::'~:, ~.i 26 ,675 - -  Minnesota 43 36 .544 3 
.,~ 35 .545 10Va Kansas City 41 36 .532 4 
: :~i~ 3,! ,14:450 18 C~llfornln 38 37 .507 6 
F :.: =~, .423 20 Texas 37 40 .481 8 
' L' ~ . 3 ~ 49 .402 22 Oakland 34 43 .442 13 
. ,~m~% " ~0 a9 .372 23V~ Seattle 35 48 .422 13 
Biting the dirt 
,~l~,i l ( ( , imer,  sccond baseman for the Terrace Bronco 
!.,:agu, All Stars just'makes it back to the bag in time 
~,!,~r. i,all reaches Dawson Creek first baseman's 
,~ ~. '~'he action took place Saturday in Agar Park 
d~ ~:  ::he Bronmo invitational tournament. Terrace 
e,~crL~ed with the best record winning four games 
again,~t two losses. Kitimat won three of four games. 
~ idle Dawson Creek had to be satisfied with only one 
~ht in five games. 
with the score tied 4-4. Pepe -. 
Frias sacrificed and Suffer n 
replaced Reuschel. Mejias,. 
who had tripled in a three- m 
run first inning, doubled 
Carter home and then 
scored on Morales' double. 
Mejias also hit his third 
homer of the season off- 
Sutter in the ninth inning. 
The Cubs came back with 
two runs in the bottom of the 
ninth on homers by George 
Mitterwald and Bobby 
Murcer. 
Del Unser's fifth homer of 
the year capped Montreal's 
threerun first. Bill Atkinson, 
4-1, was the winner in the 
second game. 
After Valentine's homer 
in ~the first inning of the 
opener, the Expos added a 
run on singles by Tony 
Perez, Cromartie and a 
fielder's choice. 
Chris Speier singled in a 
run in  the second and 
another scored on a balk by 
Donnie Moore, who also 
balked home a run in the 
third. 
Cromartie doubled in a 
run in the fifth and scored on 
a double by Dawson. 
Cromartie also doubled and 
scored in the seventh and 
singled in a run in the eighth 
before Biittner made his 
appearance. 
In the ninth a f te r  
Valentine hit his second 
homer, a Biittner pitch 
came close to Del Unser. 
Umpire Terry Tara warned 
Biittner and Cub manager 
Herman Franks argued 
about the warning and was 
2 ' 3&6 4 9 
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THa ST~ OF wKr.~i~ 
i 
homers  13 times this season, thrown out of the g a m e .  illl[lUlmUUNlmlllllllmnnlimlnllllllnnlllnllllill[l|lllllllll[llllllllllll[ll( 
The American League Grog Gross and Steve • m 1 
record is 15, set by Ontiveros each had three . i  cordless 
Minnesota in 1964, while the hits for the Cubs in the first i 
National League mark is 12 game while Ivan DeJesus . • * | 
by  Cincinnati n 1956. , scored twice and Bobby i_ electr ic  .i 
The Red Sox committed Murcer @ove in two runs • j 
three ~rrors, setting up two with a sacrifice fly and an I m grass Ihears I I  
unearned  runs  by Toronto ,  in f ie ld  out ,  i : A . _ ,  A_ ,  I 
buthelped themselves in the The Expos took a 3-0 lead 1 I 
field with three double in the first •inning of the 
plays. ' nightcap on a triple by m ~.~ I 
Reggie Cleveland, the Mejias, a double by Morales • ~ j~ I 
third Boston pitcher, got out and Unser's home~i They • 
of a bases loaded jam to end added another in the second .1 ~: i :  1 
the seventh by getting Doug on a walk, a single by Steve • . .m 
Rader to ground to third Rogers and a double by 1 
baseman Hobson, who Frias. • - -  i 
threw to catcher Fisk for the Gross doubled in a run for 
start of a double play. Chicago in the first and _i 1 m 
In the eighth, winner Bill Gone Clines singled in a run n m 
Campbell, 6-5, ended a in thetllird. Ttie Cubs tied it 1 n .m 
basesloaded threat by in the fourth on a walk, an m. , 1 
getting AI Woods to tap back error, a pinch single by 
to the mound for the start of Jerry Morales an~ a ! I i 
a 1-2-3 double play. fielder's choice'• ;i~i~ ' 
iT . !  [ 
' .IP, • " I ' 
• " v i  • 
 occer gro ? : , wing: ,  wEeD IEATEIII$ \,,__ 
DARTMOUTH. N,S .  . . . .  (CP~ "People, are also realizing. . | . $S9o95 U lodr l¢  
how good the sport Is m 
- -Tom Spink of Dartmouth regards to conditioning for • • $89095 I loc t r l¢  
says soccer has ~rown omersports, anomerreason • 
ra'idlp y in Nova Scot•° . is the violent reaction to ~• ' $2~19e9~i  • ~g l |  
because it is a simple sport hockey by parents who s~e 
with high exorcise'value and soccer.as ~elng remuvmy 
few injuries. •jury-wee., . . . .  i ~ • .~ lne empnasls • i s  season m 
• Spink is president of the ~ i l l  be • on .player 
youth division of Soccer aevei opmen~, ~ sam, ann 
Nova Scotia, which handles ~port ~ova ~cotm n.as 
all players 18 years and prepareda program that• -  ~ 
younger who are not crones paruclpauon m a 
? 
involved in the school number°ft°urnaments, i G o r d o M  & A n d e r s o n  i leagues, "1'he rapid expansion ha  ~ ' . m 
left soccer with two major ' 
"Registration has doubled problems: lack of facilities , • 
since last  year  to 3,000 ,, , ,. , I td  , , . , . , , , ,  • 
this season, he said. We Spink said Soccer Nova 4606 LAZELLE AV 
have had fantastic response Scotia is organizing 
on the minor level because programs to alleviate the I I I  ImI  • . • ,  
soccer is such a simple latter problem by getting • ~ ' CLOSED , " : " 
game to organize. All you players interested in coach- ~O~DJ°~Y S 
need is a ball .  ing. QIIIIiIINIIIIIIINmININIIIIIIIIIIIIIBIIIIIIIIImIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIN' 
+ , 
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14. Business Personal  3'3. For Sa! e - Misc. 48. Suites for Rent 
"The Herald, 3212 Kalum Street .  "AISLE ELEI~I"RIC LTD." SAVE DOLLARS " " 
P.O. BOX 399 Terrace, B.C Class A Electrical Con- On factory-rebuilt englnescall 01 inton  Manor  
Phone 635-6§57'-Terrace tractlng. Free E+~tl.mates. ~ears today for complete In. 
" Phone 632.5706 : 'Kfflmat Phone 635-50760r 63a.t~t: left' formation. Do It yourself or 
'Subscription rates: Single Copy Installation arranged. Fast Furnl.~hedor unfurnishedstudh 
20 cents. Monthly by carrier: delivery. Put it on your Sears or 1 bedroom apartments. 
Three Dollars (~.00). : (~;olden Rule: udd lobs for the Account. Phone 635.6541. Securityenterphone. Phone 
Yearly by mall In Canada Jobless. Phone 635.4535. .  323E (c4,9,14,18,1,6,11,16,22,2) 635-1032 
$40.00. Senior Citizens $20.00 per' Y,~lurr~. ((~tf) 
year. Hay for Sale: Order now in the ,~f or 
Yebrly by mail outside Canada . . . . . . .  635-4321 $51.00. KILGREN E]((~#,VATING' field or In the barn. Discount 
Small cat work, 420JD..'L~and. quantity (mixed hay • heavy 
Authorlzed as second class mall .scaplng, backfllllng, stum p bells) 847.3165 (C-19-I mon.) HIEESIDE LQDGE 
by the Post Offlce Department,. removal, clearlng. T~uck, ~ . . . .  4450 Little Avenue 
Ottawa end for payment ef tandem axle. Hyab 17' ;Flat." For Sale top sell and sawdust. Sleqplng rooms, housekeeping 
units, centrally located. Ful~y 
'postage In cash. deck, 20' tandem axle 1~aller. Coll 635.2603. Ask for Kevln. furnished. Reasonable rates l~y 
Classlfleds due 24 hours prlor to .Phone 635-3112. Ask for W~yne. (CTF) day or week. Non-drinkers only. desired day of publication. $2.00 .(ctf) ,, 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each , For Sale, weaner plgs. 635. Phone 635.6611. (eft) 
" word thereafter. No refunds on 19. Help Wanted 2+03. (¢tf) "" " ' 
c,.+.s..,,,ed ads Suites for Rent ' 
I 'AX IDRIVERS 2" Relect lumber. $20 per 
1. Coming Events Full time, part time. Class 4. thousand board'ft, only. Price 'Keystone C0u'i:i~ 
• ~'Weighl: Wa:tcners meeting h~ldl Iicence and police pei~rhlt Skeana Forest Products. (ctfl required. Contact manager, Apartments. Office NO, 
eve~,y Tuesda~ at 7 p.m. at.the:, Terrac~ Taxi .635.2242. (cff. For Sale:' Portable electric 2-4611 Scott. One, two 
Knox United ChurCh Hall, 4907 . . . . . . .  typewriter. Excellentcondltlon and three bedroom 
Lazelle Avenue. WANTED: $175 Phone 635-3281. (C- L'apartments" 
' 5-5224 ,j Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club Appli O 63 will commence play each. a J J~  37. Pets " " 
Tuesday nightat 7:30. Ray will. 
be in room 4, CaledonTa High h Pi0s for Sale: Weener and 2 Bedroom apt. with trig. and 
School. Aim bridge players ar~ TeD nioJan feeder. Phone Smithers 847- stove, electric heat. Free 
;nvited to attend. For 3627 or Write to Steve Olynyk. laundry facilities. No pets. 3145 
partnership o r  Information Required immediately. Box 452. (c.5) River Dr. 635.6445 (CTF) 
phone 635.7356. (eft) Excellent company for Sale: 1 grey gelding - 13 For Rent: Furnished one 
hands,1 Baygeldlng- 14hands. bedroom duplex at 3936 
, Thornhill Calorie Counters~ benefits, competitive Nice dlspesltlon, good' Mountainvlew Ave Thornhlll 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhlll salary. Apply to: gymhkana ponies. $250 each. Phone 635-2577 (CTF) 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. Phone 635-4046. (2,3,4,5) 
New members welcome f ro~ Manager at $l l r l  , 49. Homes for Sale. 
Terrace and Thornhlll. " 38 Wanted - Misc. 
4611i Lazelle Centra  Mortgage 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No~ Wanted, a rear end for 68 &HousingCorperatlon 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meetlng" 631i-61i41 Mercury V= ton. Phone 638.8276. 
held every 2nd and 4th. (ctf) Single Dwelling, 4620 Webber 
Thursdayevery month at 8 p.m. Wanted: Owner operator with St., 3 br, 1064 sq. ft., carport, 
Phone 635.6641. (cff) loader and dumptruck for Wanted: Volkswagon Beetle $28,000. For further In. 
several months work, near 1969- 71. Good shape. Please formation contact Werner 
" INCHESAWAY town. Phone 632.3474 days, 638. +contact 638.1702 (C.2,5) , Jessen at 4619 Lazelle Ave., 
Phone 635-3933. (C-5) 
CLUB $945 evenings. (C.5) Wanted;+Tent'that sleeps 4 to 
• #~et every Tuesday night at e 6 peopl-. Also camping HOBBYFARM 
by Summer School of rite Arts. equipment all In good condlton. 12x56 mobile home i and 12x56 :n the Skeena Health Unit.• Fo 1 Help Wanted: 'Models required 
more information phone 635: $5.00 per hour. ~ Call ,635-7558 or Phone 635.9323. (cff) complete addition con:lain!ng 31 
2847 or635-3023. 633-7507 and 'leave message, ' bdrms., fireplace & wall towall. 
• . carpet on V2 acre on school bu~ 
" "A'L~ROTJCS" ": Wanted contractor for 3 Wanted to buy. 1800 c.c, run. Fenced and landscaped, 
ANONYMOUS bedroom split level home. Mazda or Courlor engine or green house, c~Icken house; 
Monday, ~'hurs., Saturda"~, Phone 635.4509 afler 6. (C.2,3,4) truckofsamewlthgoodenghle, complete with chickens, "large 
~- Phone -~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  "--- . . . . . . . . .  &I$-2503. ' (df) ~'+~+~.~l~jy +;''~J ; 24. ~ifb~fibPl+~W~nt(~l:l +" -' .. garden area,'small fruits, berry~ 
" bushes and frUit trees. Open to. 
. . . . .  , "'~35"~7423: " . . . . . .  ' WORKWA~IYED 39. Boats & Engint~s all reasonable offers. Call 635-, 
.between 7 and 10 p.m. and. B.C. Heart Foundation. In +.Bulldozing, basement digging, 24' Custom built cabin cruiser. 
Memorial Donations may ~ landscaping etc. Backhoe ~or~, ' 'ends.. (s|f) 
sent to Terrace Unit, Box. 22,~" rofo.fllllng, post hole dl~lln'~. Recent marine survey states "like new condition". F.G.- 
Terrace, B.C. Phone " ' ' P.W. 165 mercrulser, fresh FOR SALE:" 
. .. ~ ' + .~I '2  water cooling, sounder, C.B., 3 bedroom modular nome, 
Pa---rents (L~ heat 3 burner stove, c.w oven, Full basement on 2 acres , 
in Crisis moored at P.R. Yacht Club. 624. -$34,900 
Are you making your own.life 32. Bicycles, Motorcyc les  2r~4. (C.2,3,4,5) Pho'ne635-3469 
and your children's miserable?, • or 
P.l.C.'s goal Is to help you For Sale: Husquerna 250 Dirt 41. Mach inery  for Sale 679.3961 
become the loving constructive Bike. M4)0 or trade for car. 1956ChevStonsingleaxletruck (ctf- Ju, Jul) 
parent you reblly wlnt to be. • Phone 635-2919 after 6 (P- with gravel box. Also 1 gravel 
All enquiries absolutel~ 21,22,1,2) box for single' axle. Phone 635- For Sale 3 bedroom pan.abode 
confidential. Phone Mary or John - 635.4419 or Jane ..635. For oalo; one stove. Good .1939 (C-22,1,2,3,4) on lOacresof land. 2 fireplaces, w - w carpet, full basement and 
.;4607. (ctf) condition. Phone 635-~16~ effor 43. Rooms for Rent spiral staircase, skylight, 
6.  (eft) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " , Room for rent wlth kitchen carport. Land Is partially' 
• Kermode Four Wheelers ForSale: NCRCOsh Register, facilities for single gentleman• cleared. On pavement. Priced 
MeetlngslstWednesclayofeacH S department .total, re¢on- In the bench area. 635-3971 to sell. $65,000. Phone 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting; 645.4454 
room at the Sandman Inn. For. .dltloned, very rollable ty l~of  (CTD) after 6 p.m. 
fbrther informaflpn phone 635.: mlmhlne. Wlnterland General Private entrance, near town 
3,~9. St~'e, 3210 Kelum St. Terrace; sleeping room for rent. " " 
Meeting - -  Terrace B.P.O.E 635.4636. (clf) Bathroom for your ewn con- 5.year old 2bedroom, 960 sq. ft. venlence. Reasonable. 635-4013 homeoQ Kalum Lake Drlveon 2 
- • acres. For more Information (Elks Lodge). First and Thlrd~ For Sale: 1.1973 Honda Dirt or 2703 S. Eby. (CTF) 
l"Kursday "of month. O.O~R,.P. Bike 125. Good shape $5150 638. call 635-7836. (C 5) 
(Ladles of the Royal'Purpl~) - 1702 (C-2,5) 47. Homes, for Rent 51. Business Locations 
Second and Fourth Monday" of. r~1'-~OllltTeal'bartlalns inus .l~" Unfurnished 2 Bedroom house. 
~nth .  ' ~omen's . and chl ldren'~ For small family - must be .... 
If you llve ln Tho~'nhlll end have ~clothlng, household Items and! employed. No heavy drinkers. OFFICE SPACE 
any Items to discuss with the ~loys see the selectlo~ at th~ Required reference. Phone 635. 
Regional District Director, Los tKItlmat Workshop at ~0 W' 3684 after '7:30 p.m. . (P -  
Watmough. Be ~ure to attend ~Columbla St. at RIverlodge.t 21,22,1,2,3) LEASE 
' the open meeting to be held In ~Open 9 to 4 week, • For Rent: 3 bedroom house, full "18~0 scj. ft. downtown Terrace 
the Thornhlll Community Hall, ~da¥,~-..s...~.ona.tlons .welcomed. basement, good location, stove ' 
Thursday July 7th at 7:30 p.m. " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Smaller areas available. 
Atso in aHendance wi l l  ba (elf) end frldge supplied. Good 
"" terms to resp'onsible part. 
Marty Nathanson who will talk - Phone 635;3463 (P.1,2,3) 
on Federal Housing, Loans and 33. For  Sa le .  Misc. - 635-4636 
,Grants for Home Improvement Bedroom house for rent. 
r i l l  • 'V o I ' and Recreational Facilities. ~'PIo~Nering almonds, flowering Phone 635.429d (P.2,3) . . . .  ,~ct't), 
14. Business Personal crabs ready to bloop~.lilacs, 2 Bedroom house on cement 
.. fruit trees & berry bushes, a foundation with unfinished 
- - - broad seledlon of flowering & extension. On one acre. Low 56. Business Opportuni ty  
• GENERAL ornamental trees, shrubs &: taxes .  Close to town. Phone635- 
• .evergreenspartlcularlysulted 7586. (P.16) For Sale, Wild Duck Motei. 
CARPENTRY for 'our  northern climate. "" " 7 newly renovated unite, 
UPLANDS NURSERY - 48. Suites for Rent laundry, office, storage space, 
Low Rates" where you'll find "The Beaut . also 2 bedroom house on 1 acre. 
No lob too htg or small, free of Nature for  your Home.". "3bedroom Row Housmg Suites. Unlimited expansion, or 
• estimates en remodelling, Corner ef H~qiwell & Kalum Full basement, 1V~ baths, half retirement Income. 5100,000. 
roofing porches, siding,' ~lko Drive in l'~rrace.'Opel; ,block from schools, 5 n~inute Phone 635-3242 or wrlte R.R.No. 
• 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Non. to Sat. .'~valk from town..Suitable "for 2 Terrace. (c.12,13,14,22,1,2) painting, spraytex calling. 
Phone 635-4094 Closed S.undays. k3S.2603. " rfa~rdlles. $250 per month. 6- 
Ask for John after 6 p.m. (ctf)' . - .monffi .lease. Apply Suite 108 : 
, "~ L4530 ' Scott. (ctf.) 57. Automobi les  
: ~e- ....... -r . . . . . . . .  "r" . . . .  r "+'  For Sale: Fork life, propane 
powered.. 2500 lb. capacity. For Rent: 2 bedroom duplex. In 1961 M.G.A. Roadster, excellent 
Webb Refrlgera119n, ~uItable ror warehouse use. 'Thornhlll. Phone 635-5775 or .condition. $17500.B.O. 638.1301. 
. .  - Pacific Northern Gas 635.7291. 635.5874 (P-2,S) "1974 Cougar 2 dool" auto. H.T., 
462~ SOUClI;: 6~.z189 (C.5) P.S., P.B., P.W. Perfect shape 
Block, other parts, for JD450 '" CEDAR PLACE : 2400 miles. 400eng. 4640 Welsh 
crawler, 440 skldder, 400 whsel or Phone 635-2667 (P.5) 
~rador; Ted Campbell, Sr., APARTMENTS 
' Aut'hodzed RR1, KIspiox Rd., Hazelton, 4931 Welsh Avenue 1970Chevy truck %ton, camper 
Service'Depot B.C. 842.6643. (P.1,2) Suite 113 special, va, auto, P.S., ,P.B., 
• ' Repairs fo Refrigerators Terrace, B.C. good cond. $2200 or best offer. 
• Also 1967 Imperial believed to 
Freezers, Washers, D~yers~ Instant PHnt ing 635-7056 be a collectors Item. $1500 firm. 
' : And Ranges and Photo Copying, 'New 1,-2nEd3 bedroom suite, Phone 635.6955 or view at 5311 
(Ctf) for rent: Frldge, stove, West Haugland. (C.21,24,1,2,3) 
,. 10c Per  Copy . . . . . . .  drapes, carpet, rec area 
' . :  ABLE ELECI+RIC LTD.. Totem Press & Stationery "selma and I;c,=:,t table, wl+th~ 63 OIds 98 4-door 'hard fop. 
4550 A'LAkelse Ave. se¢ 'ur l~y  enterphone and Excellent. condition. $1000. 
• R efrlgeraflve Contracting.~td Phone 635.7412. elevator. At:,~d,,~et~, ,~ r'c~'.. View at 4718 Halllwell. Terrace 
household repairs.~ Ph0naY61B, (CTF) (.eft) ' (C-?0,21,22,1,2) 
.5876 or 638-1231. (cff) 
 iii ,[II 
,' '+..:. : ,.::'::i i::;:i ':. 
KITIMAT 632-5706 
57. Automobi les  
"1973 Ford crew cab. 1973 Forcl 
3 ton pick-up, 1970 Ford f.100, 
1972 Datsun pick-up. Call 635- 
6636 or view at 2609 skeena St. 
(ctf) 
Going south? Enjoy air con- 
ditioning. 1975 Chevelle Malibu 
Classic, 18,000 miles. Phone 
635-4384 (P.2,3,4,5) 
For Sale: 67 Beaumont. Sport 
Deleux. PS., PB., Phone 635- 
5687. (P-2,3,4,5) 
1973 Blazer, K35, PB., PS., 
heavy-duty equipment, radials, 
deluxe model, 27,000 miles, good 
condition, Phone Mike or Dave 
635.3955 638-1756. (P.2,5) 
1966 Chev pickup 4 speed, six 
cylinder in good condition. 
Phone 635-3201 (P-2,5) 
1976 Mazda Pickup. Excellent 
condlton. Summer & winter 
fires. 635.4479, 4811 McConnell 
(P.2,5) 
1975 Buick Skylark hatchback 
350 cu. in., PS., PB., radials 
fires, 13000 miles S3900. Phone 
635.6817 after 6 (P.2,3,4,5,6) 
58. Mobi le  Homes 
For SaleG 10'x50' Sierra2 
bedrooms. Fully furnished, with 
washer and dryer. Set up and 
skirted in town. Phone 635.6759. 
(P-20,21,22,1,2) 
For Sale: 1975 Vista-Villa 
trailer, 12'x68' located Terrace 
Trailer Court. Phone 638-1464 
days. 635.3615 nights. (C-7) 
12x68 Elmonts mobile Ilome, 3 
bedrooms. New carpet in 
iivlngroom, fridge and stove tn 
condition. $7500 complete price. 
Call 635-7394 or 633.2421 collect 
Nass Camp. View at Century 
Trailer Court. Thornhill 3886 
Muller. Keys at nelghbours. (P- 
S) 
12x68 3 Bedroom Sefeway 
Manor - Excellent condition. 
Completely set up in quiet cool 
trailer park. only s9,5o0 
Phone 638.2715. (C.16) 
Ii 
66. Rec.  Vehictes 
19;r2 " Security Camper 8' Ex- 
cellent condition', large roof 
rack, 3 way fridge, turnace. 
Also 1955 Crown Victoria with 
with sun roof, for more in- 
formation Phone 638.1947 after 
6. (P.7) 
For Sale 1974 VW Pop-Top, 
Many extras. 635-7957 (P-2,3) 
68. Legal  • ' 
Tenders cal l  for School 
DIItrict No. 92. Nlshga proposed 
'Renovations to Board Office, 
Now Alyanuh B.C. 
General • tenders 'are 
requested from contractors for 
renovations and alternation to' 
the existing old two class day 
roomsl Talt Street, New 
Alyansh. 
Plans available at School 
District No. 92 offices, 4548 
Lakelse, 'Terrace, B.C. Phone 
635.9101. 
The date for Tenders to be' 
submifl~d has been extended to 
July S, 1977 
John G McMymoe 
Sac. Treasurer 
of School Dlstrl~t,.No. 92 
4.WA. Lekelse Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
CENTRAL MORTGAGE 
AND HOUSING COR- 
PORATION 
Tenders 
Planned Improvement 
Program for sixteen, units 
located at Seal Cove Circle, 
Prlnce Rupert. 
The following three separate 
tenders may be taken on in. 
dlvldually or together: 
A- Installation of rear landing. 
steps; erection of privacy 
fences; replacement of 
bathtubs; the removal and 
Installation of flooring and 
grading and minor landscaping. 
B- Paving of Driveways. 
C. Ren~oval ~;nd replacement 
of obsolete appllcances. 
SEALED TENDERS, I~laln.ly 
marked as to content and ad. 
dressed to the undersigned will 
be received up to 2:00 P.M; 
Pacific Daylight Time, July 22,' 
1977 for the planned ira. 
.provements of 16 units at Seal 
Cove Circle, Prince Rupert. 
Tender documents can be 
obtained at the address shown 
below and are available for 
Inspection at 299 • 300 Victoria 
Street,. Prince George, B.C. 
Security will be required as 
described Ih the tender 
documents and shall . be 
retained by the Corporation :1o 
Insure performance of the 
contract. The lowest or any 
tender not necessarily ac 
eepted. 
William H. G~+~w 
Admlnlstr¢~tlve A3~ts talil 
300. 299 Victoria Streel 
Princ~ Ge~)r~i B.C. 
(C-1,2) 
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. DESTINY CONFERENCE 
Furore in the House 
II I 
VICTORIA (CP)  - -  Opposition leader Dave position and f m was 
Opposition members of the Barrett  asked Bennett authorized to sp,.~k for B.C. 
British Columbia legislature whether Smith had been The premier am ~ered no to 
criticized the Social Credit instructed on the eac h question. 
government '.,~onday for 
failing to send a representa- 
tive to last week's Destiny 
Canada conference m 
Toronto. 
However, P remier  Bill 
Bennett was quick t0 the 
defence, explaining that a 
senior" civil servant had 
been sent to represent B.C. 
at what was supposed tobe a 
non-political conference to 
discuss thhe future of Cana- 
dian confederation. 
Liberal leader Gordon 
Gibson began the opposition 
attack on the government, 
saying the lack of a Social 
Credit representative was a 
good indication of the 
government's "generally 
misguided approach" to na- 
tional unity. 
Gibson, along with 
Progressive Conservative 
leader Scott Wallace and 
Alex Macdonald, former 
New Democrat ic  Par ty  
attorney-general, attended 
the conference. 
Bennett told Gibson that 
Mel'Smith, the director of 
const i tu t iona l  and  
administrative law for the 
attorney-general's ministry, 
had represented B.C. at the 
conference. 
The premier  said 
Consumer and Corporate 
Affairs Minister Rate Mair 
had originally been invited 
to the conference, but was 
unable to attend. Mair's 
budgetary estimates were 
debated last week in the 
legislature. 
, : 
Reach 
accord 
VANCOI JVER (CP) - -  
Net fishermen belonging to 
the United Fishermen and 
Allied Workers Union have 
voted 90 per cent in favor of 
a one-year contract with the 
Britis~ Columbia Fisheries 
Association. 
The contract brings 
minimum salmon prices up 
.08 cents to .78 cents a pound 
for sockeye, up .05 cents to 
.5(+ cents .for Coho, up .04 
cents to .34 cents for pinks, 
up .04 cents to .40 cents for 
chum and up .10 cents to .98 
cents for springs weighing 
more than 12 pounds. 
Contributions into the 
union's welfare fund will be 
increased by one-tenth of a 
cent a pound on all net- 
caught salmon to seven- 
tenths of a cent a pound, the 
union said Monday in a news 
release. 
The union said no contract 
will be signed until all three 
sections involved in 
negotiations with the 
fisheries association have 
reached agreement. 
Tendermen were  
conducting a vote for a stop- 
work meeting to be held 
July 15 and the shore-, 
workers  negotiating 
committee was to meet 
Monday night to discuss a 
recommendation- to be put 
before themembership. 
68. Lega l  
government's confederation 
Family Says Fiance 
Beneath Her Station 
By Abigail Van Buren 
~c31977 by The Chicago Trlbune.N.Y.News Synd. lnc.  
• DEAR ABBY: I am a 35.year-old widow contemp~ting 
marriage to a widower. He is affectionate, tnw +tworthy, 
and thoughtful. He loves my children and they love him. 
He is a wonderful father to his own cidldren. Ae cooks, 
cleans, washes, irons and never complains. Wo couldn't 
help but have smooth sailing, and I do love ida, but my 
problem is the strong objections my family has to this man. 
They don't like him because our backgrom?db ure.~.  
different. My parents are culture~onscious ann somewnat. 
snobbish. My friend is the eldest of 15 children of a 
struggling immigrant family. His English is not very good 
because he hasn't had the educational dvantage~. I've had. 
If left alone, I'm sure we could overco.~e these 
differences, but I am very dose to my family, and t~.ey 
could make life unbearable for me if I were to marry this 
men. I've told him yes, but wonder if perhaps I should = 
reverse my decision. Do you consider my parents' 
objection too great a stumbling block? 
UNDECIDED 
i 
DEAR UNDECIDED: Yes, because appareW T yeu do. 
When you are able to say, "I intend to llve my on i life with 
a man of my choice, and if my parents don't like it, they can" 
lump it," I'll reverse my answer. 
DEAR ABBY: I don't know what I am writing to you for. 
My problem is money, and you can't help me uule.+s you get 
big-heartod and send me a check for ~0,000. I own my own 
business and make good money, but my wife spends it 
faster than I can make it. To make matters wor:;e, I have 
four daughters who are exactly like their motiter. I am 
drowning in bills every month, and there doesn't seem to 
b~any end to it. Will you please toll my wife and =~anghters 
to quit being extravagant? 
OWES PLENTY 
DEAR OWES: No, that's yOUR JOB. It's bad enough 
to have spoiled your wife, but you are guilty of 
perpetuating the crime by raising four more females in her 
image. Turn off those charge acoounts, Dad, and put your  
wife on an allowance. 
DEAR ABBY: A girl I work with is gettin:,~ married 
soon, and she wants to borrow my wedding own and veil. 
She's not even a close friend, but she's seen pictures of my 
wedding and says that's exactly the kind of gown and veil 
she's always wanted. Unfortunately, we're the ,~ame size, 
to°~,bby, I'm saving my wedding own for my tw,. younger 
sisters to wear-and someday I will have daug~ tors wno 
will want to wear it. So many of my friends ha~.~ told me 
they let someone wear their wedding owns and i hey were 
returned in terrible condition that I hate to take the chance. 
What story can I tell this girl so I won't have ~ let her  
wear it? I hate to have her mad at me, as we work together 
every day. • BIZETEN 
DEAR TEN: Why make up a story? Tell her the truth. 
CONFIDENTIAL TO R. IN ST. PAUL: You mult be 
kldd%g! It is highly improper for Sue and her lmyfrlend 
and her boyfriend's mother to sleep in the sa~le bed. I 
don't care WHO sleeps in the middlel 
For Abbfe new t oZet, "What Te=n-=s=9 Want.to 
Know,"  send  $1 to  Ab igd l  Vno  uuren ,  saz  i,:UlZy Mr . ,  
self.addressed, atsmped I +1 pe. 
CERTIFIED 
PRESCNOOL SUPERVISOR 
Commencing September 1st,+1977 
to work with , . 
' SPECIAL NEEDS CHILDREN 
Apply In writing before July 15th 
Ms. Jennifer Davies 
Executive Director .+ 
CMkl Development Centre 
172 3rd St. Kitlmat, B.C. VIC :tH$ 
111 • 
LEASE - owN 
Before you buy, Investigate the advantages of this rent to 
own plan". All monies paid. Apply to purchase. Fires and 
last month rent and drive away. O.A.C. 
77 • F250 $125 per roD. 
76-Econollne$114permo. 
77 F100 V2 ton. $106 per roD. 
~Iso 
70 used cars and trucks to choose from. Call collect 298.4476. 
(C 13 
MINISTRYOF FORES~I"S , 
TIMBER SALE A09223 
Sealed tenders will be 
received by the District 
Forester at Prince Rupert, 
British Columbia, not later than 
11 a.m. on the 5th day of August, 
1977 fo r the purchase of Llcence 
A09223, to cut 21,752 cunlts of 
Hemlock, Spruce, Lodgepole 
Pine, Cedar, Balsam and trees 
of other species located 17 miles 
North of Kltwanga, cossler + 
Land District. 
Three (3) years will be 
allowed for removal of timber. 
As this area Is within the 
Skeena PSYU, which is fully 
committed, this sale will be 
awarded under the provisions of 
section 17 (la) of the Depart- 
ment of Forests Act, which give 
the timber.sale applicant 
• certain privileges. 
Particulars me, I~e obtained 
from th~ r2;.,~r!ct F~r~.fer, 
~+:" !¢;4 ~, clJ~tJ+:!'t, ".~r lf~sh 
L'(•+~P,.b~0, or +he Foresl 
~,~+mpm', Kit~anga, i~rltlsh 
:'~e:lu m bi~t. 
(C-2,7,12,17) 
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The Wizard Of Id by Brantparkerand Johnny hart 
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Hagar the Horrible by Dik Browne 
M 
Boner's - ,k 
7-S  
qO T. 
The Amazing SPIDER-MAN 
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TOWN 
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Doonesbury 
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("t ,.,r'ossword 
by Eugene Sheffer 
ACROSS 
I Coal 
sct~ttle's 
5 C~ylon 
mOSS 
9 Cut down 
12 Redact 
13 Hindu 
queen 
14 Arab robe 
15 Evinces 
17 Nothing 
18 Slants 
19 Size of 
tYPe 
21 A letter 
2Z Cross stroke 
24 Barriers 
27 statute 
28 Cut short 
31 -- Khan 
32 Salutation 
33 Shelter 
34 Propensity 
36 Constella- 
tion's 
mare star 
37 Skink 
38 Imply, 
40 College 
degree 
(abbr.) 
i! 2 3 
31 
34 
41 
51 
5B 
41 Dull finish DOWN 9 Multifarious' 
43 Hair 1 Surrounds 10 Death notice 
shirt 2 Land in 11 Welt 
47 Nigerian fee simple 16 Swamp 
tribesman 3 TV's Dean 20 Cup edge 
• 48 Blood Martin 22 Tinge 
pressure 4 Peduncle 23 Wide- 
instrument 5 The Greek mouthed 
51 Gist Mars jug 
52 Monad 6 Energy 24 Tap gently 
53 Bristle concern 25 Epoch 
54 Indian 7 Hill-builder 26 Its capital 
meal 8 Vertical ~ Winnipeg 
55 Price piece in a 27 Intertwine 
56 Very (Fr.) stairway 29 Conducted 
30 Grassland 
Avg. solution time- 23 mln. 35 Explosive '
FEATURES 
Your individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
FOR TUF~DAY,  
JULY  5 ,  1977 
ARIES • 
(M~. =l to Apr. 2o)--~'--~ 
Your Judgment a bit cloudy 
now, so make no  major 
and,  above all, don't 
launch any new undertsldngs. 
Stick with the ~ .  
TAURUS tS~ 
(Apr. 21 to May 2~) 
Certain. dilemmas and ch- 
stacies will not be a,s d~tcolt to 
handle as you may think. Don't ITIHIUISIEILISlPlUIRIRI 37 Most 
IA I I IR IE IL IE IA I l IN IE IE I  competent let ~hem keep you from ap 
U N D E ~IDIOIGIEIDINIAI 39 Thighbone lx~dafing your advantage¢ 
S T U D Y!E IS IT IE IE I~ 40 Purpose GEMINI -H=~ 
EJEILisIAIAIR 41 Talking 
T H UIDIAIPIAIRITIAI~_G_] bird . (M~ 22 to June 21) Admonitions for this day: Be 
tAll INIAIMIAITI, 1O lB l l l  4,'] Border upon ~refullfbaudl/ngJointfunds of 
43 Bird shed any kind. Don't @t involved in 
44 Roman risksr speculation, and DO avoid 
road extravoganco. IEILILIE~UINIDIEIRIPIIINI 45Whale • 
genus ~I ,Z ,~ C~qCER 
46 Ages (June 22 to July 23) ~.w~ 
49 Miscellany You will probably be called 
upou to. help persons with Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 50 Insect egg 
overstimulated motions, to 
9 IO 
17 
, 
I 
I '° 
I 
@,° I 
I 
I 
r~j~ ~ 
I , : ( l , J i l :  
35 
assuage hurt fealings. Be your 
understanding self. 
t~ ,-~'~ 
( j~  = to Aug. 23) . .~ ,~ 
You may feel you have a 
project under control, ro .l~ng 
briskly. Better take anomer 
look for hidden flaws - -  
anyth ing  that could mean time, 
effort lost. 
VlRGO 
¢~.  ~ to, s~ 23) "P~ 
Some of your future oh. 
~.,tlves are now taking shape 
but there's a warning, never- 
theless: D~'t attempttoo much 
and don't make promises you 
camot I~albly fulfill 
• (Se~ ~A tb Oct. =s) 
Matters d minor impertance 
may blow'up out o~ proparffon 
-- unless YOU call a bull. Your. 
qulek-~ilwr Intuition and 
perceptiveness should be a help. 
! 
~MEONE-- ;~'A,q~ TH~RIF, 
~bMB3F//I~M~ :NARIJB! IT'~ 
--~RAWUN~ 
ON ~e /~ 
wA~.~: ~.,~ 
by Garry Trudeau 
-5 m~f 7o/a4~- //~rON. 
'm '  
1'6l 
Il 
35" ~36 
,Cry'i) 
XERAGMC VEX GR SVGMXGMC 
GM CEK AESZQXERAZQK 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp -- NICE RESTAURATEUR HAS 
CHIC CLIENTELE. 
~) 1977 King Features Syndicate, Inv. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: Q equal] R 
The Cryptoquip s a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowel]. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
(Oct.24 to Nov. 22) 
Think twice before em- 
barking on any new plan or 
project; find out ff you have all 
the necessary data, and ff this b 
the best time for it. Etscretion 
needed. X~;~ 
SAGITYARIUS 
(Nov. 23 to Dee. 21) 
You may now be able to find 
the solution to a problem which 
has been bothering you for some 
time -- and in a surprisingly 
easy manner. 
(Dee. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Good Saturn influences 
stimulate your skills and 
capabilities. You should feel 
enthusiastic about the way 
things go now. 
AQUARIUS ~, ,~ 
(Jan. 9.1 to Feb. 19) 
Stars indicate that you could 
now strike out for a higher goal. 
You may have to take a d2- 
ferent route to acliieve it, but 
the new avenue could be a 
better one. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20). 
Ob|eetlvity and foresight will 
be day's prime requirements. 
Do not be coerced into deals or 
activities which you would not 
normally consider. 
YOU BORN TODAY are a 
more outgoing person than 
many other Canceriam, and 
could make a tremendous 
succeu in any field which in. 
volves dealing with the public. 
You would make a salesman 
• without equal, a politician with 
enormous influence or an en- 
tertainer with sensational 
crowd-appeal. You are also 
attracted toscience and, along 
tiffs line, Could succeed most 
eminently in medicine or 
chemistry. Other areas suited 
to your talents: merchandising, 
ducation, sociology or finance. 
Birthdate of: P. T. Barnum; 
Amer. showman; Adm. David 
G. Farragut, U.S.N.; Dwight B. 
Davis, Amer. statesman. 
by Addison 
Keeping wooden boats afloat 
is almost a spiritual affair 
By JERRY HARKAVY or person ~lity in wooden Wilson optimistically went ideals of traditional beauty. 
BROOKSVILLE, Maine boats, afe.dingthatcan'tbe topress with 12,000 copies He said the 1970s have 
it , metal or glass (At:') -- Like a defiant duplicated and only two subscribers, seen a renewed interest in 
minority in a sea of glass fibre. He displayed Woodenbeat wooden boats, fueled in part 
fibre, wooden boats "I don't" know anybody beat shows and marinas, by a return to simpler 
sometimes seem to be who says, 'My glass-fibre where it stirred interest, lifestyles and a disdain for 
running against he tide. boat is alive,' that 'I can feel Since that ' time, 
They require long hours Of the soul of this boat,"' he circulation has grown to 
maintenance and 'many a said. "But I know a lot of arofind 20,000, much of it in 
boatowner has swapped his ~ople who feel that their the wooden-boat centres of 
wood hull for glass fibre ~vooden boats are alive." New England and the 
maritime provinces on the 
East Coast, and Washington 
and British Columbia in the 
west. Wilson boasts 
.subscribers in places 
ranging from the Soviet 
Union to Australia. 
The p.ublication has 
turned wilson, a 31-year-old 
college'dropout,'into a guru 
of wood construction, which 
he sees as embodying the 
virtues of integrity and 
craftsmanship, plus the 
mass-produced yachts or 
work boats. 
"This resurgence is not 
just limited to a few 
diehards or isolated souls 
who are committed to the 
same passions. More and 
more people in the mass 
market  are becoming 
dissatisfied with stamped- 
out boats." 
Wilson predicted a 
healthy future for wooden 
boats as costs of 
petrochemicals continue to 
"rise. He said recently 
developed construction 
techniques have.improved 
the stability of wooden 
boats, allowing builders to 
turn out stronger and lighter 
hulls. 
Despite his strong 
fee l ings ,  Wi l son  
acknowledged that wooden 
boats are not for everyone. 
"The choice depends en- 
tirely on your temperament.. 
Glass fibre is good for 
, people who just want to be 
. on the water." . 
But for those who want a 
after growing tired of the 
frequest repairs and 
sea~onhl'coats of paint or 
varnish. 
But to those who love 
wooden boats, the 
relationship between the 
owner, his boat and the sea 
can border on the spiritual. 
Jonathan Wilson, the  
phiJosophically • oriented 
ediLor and publisher of 
Woodenboat magazine, says 
many people perceive a soul 
Wooden-boat enthusiasts 
make up in intensity for 
their lack of numbers and 
the worldwide fraternity has 
found a link in Wilson's 
three-year-old magazine, 
published bimonthly, in a 
farmhouse just outside this 
tiny village near Penobscot 
Bay. 
The glossy magazine, 
aimed at owners, builders 
and designers, wa~ started 
on a shoestring in1974, when 
Brown rats on display 
LONDON (AP) --  Brown Seaton and his colleagues up and down the tunnel with 
greater frequency," Seaton 
said. ' 
rats, the scourge of man for 
centuries, have gone on 
display in a European zoo-- 
with a mock-up sewer for a 
home. 
Per Seaton, an official of 
Copenhagen Zoo, says in the 
International Zoo Yearbook, 
Ublished by the Zoological 
ociety of London, that 
despite its vast numbers, 
the brown rat is not a 
common sight, living as it 
does underground beneath 
the cities. So the zoo had the 
idea of displaying the 
animal in its "natural  
surroundings." 
Water, circulated by an 
electric pump, covers the 
sewer floor and, as extra 
touches of realism, the 
interior surface is cement- 
coated and bits of broken 
pipe, rubble and old clothing 
are scattered on the floor. 
The exhibit is located in a 
gloomy storage cellar under 
dim lighting and the total 
impression that it generates 
is one of "cvlculated 
unplaasantness," Sea.,ton 
said. 
toured Copenhagen's sewers 
for ideas and then designed 
an exhibit o enable visRors 
to look directly into the rats' 
home, to see them behaving 
as they might had they 
remained hidden from 
human eyes. . ', 
TI~e exhibit had to he 
escapeproof, so the staff 
made a 22-foot imitation 
sewer tunnel from iron 
sheeting in the shape, of a big 
C, with a b,eedi:'~ c:~.amber 
at one end a,ld .~ ~eeding 
chp.mber a!: the othcr--"an 
ir~centiw fdr the rats to run 
total experience, Wilson will 
rhapsodize about he virtues 
of wood. The hours spent in 
maintenance, he said, 
contribute' to the enjoyment 
and shouldn't be regarded 
as work. 
"A good wooden boat re- 
sponds to care and love. It's 
the experience of caring for 
somethihg fine." 
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